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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Mathematical logic versus real inference
Mathematical logic beginning with formalization of mathematical proofs has yielded
inference algorithms such as resolution principle. Logic programming is a program-
ming concept for implementing these algorithms on a computer and has been applied
to expert systems aimed at automating intellectual inference and judgment. How-
ever, such application is difficult; one of the reasons of this difficulty is that there is
a gap between the framework of daily inference and judgment of human beings and the
framework of mathematical logic. Daily inference and judgment are made for action
decision, so we need to consider it.
Normally, we will decompose our action decision as follows. First, we recognize
the external environment and obtain information. Next, we infer based on the acquired
information, collect more information on the external environment, and judge the nec-
essary actions to achieve our goals. Finally, we blindly carry out actions based on the
judgment. From the standpoint of application, these ideas appear in knowledge-based
agents[49] in AI and sense-plan-act cycle [55] in cognitive robotics.
The way of decomposition as described above is stated in [38] in the form of the
decomposition of intelligence into an epistemological part related to recognition and
a heuristic part on inference and judgment. However, there is no consideration on
embodiment in this idea. Because human beings are involved in the external envi-
ronment through the body, embodiment directly affects recognitions and actions. Be-
tween recognitions and inferences, inferences and judgments, and judgments and ac-
tions there is information delivery, and through such information embodiment indi-
rectly influences inferences and judgments.
Since mathematical logic is constructed by a formal description, it itself has no em-
bodiment. Furthermore, mathematical logic has a historical background that evolved
from the formalization of mathematical proofs. For these reasons, even if we focus
on the influence of embodiment on inference and judgment for a specific problem and
make some changes to mathematical logic as a basis for reasoning and judgment, these
changes tends to be seen as an ad-hoc solution. However, it is thought that the influence
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of embodiment is an essential cause of creating gap of the framework of human rea-
soning and judgment and the framework of mathematical logic. At least the following
two are conceivable as an influences of embodiment.
The first is that in order to cope with the unpredictable reality, it is necessary to
make judgments corresponding to instantaneously changing situations. Even if the cir-
cumstances change during the course of action, if we act blindly, we can not influence
the behavior during the performance, nor recognize new information in the middle of
the action.
The second is that uncertainty always exists in information obtained by recognition
of external environment. In the case of a robot, the raw data obtained from the sensor
deviates from the actual situation of the external environment under the influence of
the position of the sensor on the body, the accuracy of the sensor, the electromagnetic
field, the inertial force, and the like. In addition, raw data is converted into data that can
be used for inference or judgment through classification. The situation of the external
environment assumed from this data is deviated from the situation of the actual external
environment due to lack of expressive power of the language used to describe the data
and the accuracy of the classification and the like. The uncertainty of these information
affects reasoning and judgment.
In summary, due to the influence of embodiment, instantaneous judgment is nec-
essary and uncertainty occurs in recognition. Besides these, problems that are affected
by embodiment may occur. For that reason, as first research question, we consider
essential problems to mathematical logic, among problems affected by embodiment.
In particular, in response to the uncertainty of information, various countermea-
sures have already been proposed from the standpoint of mathematical logic and also
from the standpoint of application. In order to think about this in detail, it is necessary
to consider the uncertainty of information that is generated by the involvement with the
real world through the body.
For convenience, uncertainty of information can be divided into divergence of
quantitative (physical, continuous) information and divergence of qualitative (sym-
bolic, discrete) information. In the case of a robot, the discrepancy between raw data
directly obtained from the sensor and the external environment is a divergence of quan-
titative information, and the deviation between the external environment assumed by
the converted data and the actual external environment is a devergence of qualitative
information. Of course, these can not be strictly classified, but they will help in under-
standing.
Many attempts to accurately describe the degree of uncertainty have been taken
from the standpoint of mathematical logic to deal with the uncertainty as a divergence
of quantitative information. Such attempts include, for example, probabilistic reason-
ing, possibility logic, fuzzy logic, and so on. On the other hand, to handle divergence
of qualitative information, it is insufficient only by describing the degree of uncertainty.
Among the qualitative information there are conflicting information such as presence
/ absence of objects, inside / outside of the room, achievement / non-achievement of
the task, etc. Here, when uncertainty arises, it is possible to assume the case where
conflicting information that the object exists and is absent is obtained. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider countermeasures against information that can contain inconsis-
tency.
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To deal with information including inconsistency, a total of four measures can be
considered, two of which are from the standpoint of mathematical logic, and the other
are from the technology on application. The first of the former two measures from the
theory of mathematical logic is to make reasonable inferences after acknowledging the
existence of inconsistent information. Paraconsistent Logic takes such a place. The
second of the former two measures from the theory of mathematical logic is not to
cause inconsistent information in principle by linking additional information such as
situation and time. Situation calculus and event calculus etc take such a place. The
first of the latter two measures of the technologies on application is to generate at most
one of mutually inconsistent information like A and ¬A. Negation as failure used in
Prolog, Jason, etc. is such a method. The second of the latter two measures of the
technologies on application is to reset the information related to the occurrence of
inconsistent information. Many technologies from planners such as replanning and
plan-modification take such a place.
The above four kinds of measures can also be divided into two stances; the one that
positively acknowledges the existence of inconsistent information such as paraconsis-
tent logic and another one that eliminate inconsistencies from information. Each stance
has the different underlying idea and application benefits. For that reason, as second
research question, we ask the possible solution from the standpoint of mathematical
logic in response to the essential problem pointed out in the first research question.
In order to answer these research questions, it is necessary to consider application
of mathematical logic to problems considering embodiment. Research on autonomous
agents using logic programming is one such study in which intellectual reasoning under
real environments is considered. Intelligent control of a robot is a typical example of
study of autonomous agents in real environments. It is a highly versatile application of
mathematical logic which considers embodiment. Therefore, it can be regarded as an
important problem in consideration of the research questions already mentioned. For
this reason, we deal with intellectual control of robot using logic programming. In the
next section, the intelligent control of the robot will be described in detail.
1.2 Intelligent control of robots
Intelligent control of a robot requires implementations of low-level control and high-
level control according to the task delegated to the robot. Low-level control is imple-
mented as a minimum unit of instruction for robots called atomic action. High-level
control is implemented as a control method for achieving a given task using atomic
actions implemented as low-level controls.
There are two kinds of atomic actions, perception and behavior. Examples of per-
ception include object recognition, person recognition, obstacle determination, direc-
tion recognition, speech recognition, etc. In these, information is obtained using physi-
cal devices such as cameras, sonars, microphones, gyroscopes, and so on. Examples of
behaviors include forward movement, rotational movement, obstacle avoidance, person
tracking, etc. These are realized by the operation of motors and the like. In low-level
control, atomic actions are implemented by controlling these physical devices.
It is possible to realize some level of intellectual control by merely combining
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atomic actions. Behavior-based model, subsumption architecture, production system,
etc. are examples of such control. However, for intelligent control enabling more ab-
stract reasoning, high-level control is essential. To perform high-level control, in addi-
tion to low-level control information, it is necessary to formally describe information
on tasks given in advance and operating environments.
Such method was adopted in a planner STRIPS used in a mobile robot Shakey by
Fikes and Nilsson[20], which was a representative research result of intellectual control
of robots. They expressesed all the pre/post-conditions related to each atomic action,
the facts about the internal state of the robot and the external environment, and the rules
that the external environment follows as well-formed formulas of first-order predicate
logic. Then, they realized high-level control by using theorem proving technology.
Researches, like STRIPS, that use formal logic to describe the effect of atomic ac-
tions and assemble atomic actions into high-level controls have been ongoing until now.
For example, planning systems NOAH by Sacerdoti[50] and Nonlin by Tate[57], which
introduced extension of classifying tasks hierarchically, established the prototype of to-
day’s HTN (Hierarchical task network) planner. The event calculus by Kowalski and
Sergot[31] extended the formal logical description so that it can describe execution
time of atomic actions. Abductive logic programming by Kakas et al. [29] introduced
a heuristic method into the control part. Rao et al.[47] proposed an agent language
AgentSpeak based on the BDI logic which uses three kinds of modal operators BEL,
DESIRE, and INTEND. Bordini et al. developed its interpreter named Jason[7].
However, in the real world, there are various factors causing uncertainties. The
uncertainties can be classified into that of recognition and that of behavior. The uncer-
tainty of recognition includes recognizing a half-opened door as an opened door, and
misidentifying an object in front of the robot’s camera by object recognition. These
occur mainly when converting information from the physical device into a formal de-
scription during the atomic action of perception. The uncertainty of behavior includes
the imprecision of movement due to the uneven ground, a malfunction of the compass
sensor due to electromagnetic waves generated from the home appliance, and so on.
These are mainly caused by the unpredictable influence of the real world environment
on physical devices during the atomic action of behavior. Note that the above classi-
fication is not always clear, and it depends on problem setting, control methods of the
robot, formal description method, situation of the real world, and so on. In any case,
uncertainty can not be avoided since situations unexpected at design time can happen
in the real world.
Mainly two kinds of methods have been proposed to handle uncertainty in high-
level control. One is to consider the case where the atomic action fails, and the other is
to handle the uncertainty of atomic actions stochastically. The former includes replan-
ning at the time of failure of atomic action (PLANEX, Fikes et al.[19]), performing
plan-modification (HOTRiDE, Ayan et al.[3]), and so on. The latter includes using
probabilistic logic (Probabilistic Event logic, Selman et al.[54]), and a method of em-
bedding logic in a probabilistic model (Event Calculus defined over Markov Logic
Networks, Gurzoni et al.[28]). These methods are particularly effective in handling
uncertainty of recognition.
However, there are several issues in these methods. In these methods, it is re-
garded as uncertainty that there is a mismatch between the information about the real
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world environment that described accurately and that recognized by the robot. In real-
ity, however, accurate formal description of the real world environment is itself often
impossible.
In addition, a method of providing medium-level control between high-level control
and low-level control has also been proposed. Medium-level control is implemented
as a process to achieve one task using multiple atomic actions. It realizes tasks which
are available in high-level control by absorbing the uncertainty caused by low-level
control. Notable examples of medium-level control are fuzzy control in mobile robot
Flakey [51] and teleo-reactive control [40]. These methods are particularly effective in
handling uncertainty of behavior.
However, these method also has issues that since the model of the environment
in the real world differs between high-level control and medium-level control, it is
difficult to handle the information recognized by the robot in a unified manner. In
particular, there are cases is which, since interpretation of information obtained by
atomic actions of perception differs at each level, it is difficult to handle the uncertainty
of recognition.
1.3 An overview of each chapter and answers to re-
search questions
In order to answer the two research questions presented in Section 1.1, we implemented
intelligent control of robot in this paper. In order to answer the first research question,
it is necessary to implement control using logic programming to deal with two prob-
lems of instantaneous judgment and information uncertainty. Since these two problems
are preliminarily assumed influences from embodiment, some kind of countermeasure
is required. And by implementing with natural high-level control, we can investigate
the influence of embodiment on parts of inference and judgment based on mathemati-
cal logic. For this purpose, in Chapter 2, we propose behavior control that adopts the
combination of reactive atomic action and sense-plan-act cycle. By adopting reactive
atomic action, it is possible to realize instantaneous judgment. Also, by adopting sense-
plan-act cycle, we can make long-term judgment toward achieving goals using natural
high-level control. This combination is similar to teleo-reactive control which is one
of middle-level control. Also, like teleo-reactive control, it absorbs the influence of
information uncertainty on the final action. In Chapter 3, based on the method imple-
mented in Chapter 2, we analyzed the problems that occurred when behavior control
for more advanced task was performed using the experimental results. We analyzed
four problems: object recognition, stop condition in continuous space, learning data,
and recognition of environmental change. Among these problems, we need to pay spe-
cial attention to the problem of stop condition in continuous space. The stop condition
in the continuous space requires judgment based on the information expressed by the
symbol despite dealing with the real world where perfect symbolization is impossi-
ble. Therefore, due to divergence of qualitative information, information may contain
contradictions. The other three problems suggest that incomplete information may be
generated due to embodiment.
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Therefore, we respond to the first research question as follows. Uncertainty and im-
perfections of information occur due to the influence of embodiment. The uncertainty
of information, in particular due to divergence of qualitative information, generates in-
formation that may contain contradictions. In addition, the imperfection of information
means that partial lack of information occurs. Therefore, it is considered that the oc-
currence of partially lacking information which may include such inconsistency gives
an essential problem to mathematical logic which provides reasonable inference and
judgment.
In order to answer the second research question, based on the above solution to
the first research question, it is necessary to take a standpoint of actively recognizing
the existence of contradiction instead of rejecting them. In other words, a rational rea-
soning system using paraconsistent logic is expected. From this point, in Chapter 4,
we developed an algorithm to implement 3-valued paraconsistent logic programming,
which was proposed by Coniglio and Oliveira, but there wasno algorithms for imple-
mentation. Also, We showed the validity of the algorithm by proving the soundness
and weak completeness wich respect to semantics called pragmatic structures. Fur-
thermore, in order to make it possible to apply to high-level control, we implement it
with SWI-Prolog and Jason. In addition, in this logic programming, inference based on
law of excluded middle rule is possible, and thus it is possible to deal with partial lack
of information to some extent. However, this does not mean that the problem presented
in the first research question is fully solved.
Therefore, we answer to the second research question as follows. It is said to be
difficult to solve the problem of incomplete and uncertain information only by mathe-
matical logic. However, the use of 3-valued paraconsistent logic programming is one
possible solution to the problems of information inconsistency or partial loss of infor-
mation.
There are still many issues to be discussed in the solution of using the paracon-
sistent logic mentioned above. In particular, the pragmatic structure is considered as
semantics of logic that targets empirical scientific knowledge. It is different from the
standpoint of this thesis which proposes the use of 3-valued paraconsistent logic as a
logic targeting recognition with embodiment. In order to discuss this, it is necessary
to consider judgment on negative predicates, which can cause inconsistent facts. In
Chapter 5, the summary of each chapter and the answer to research questions will be
described in more detail. In addition, we discuss the handling method of negative infor-
mation in traditional logic Programming, fuzzy logic programming, paraconistic logic
programming, and discuss necessary discussion in the future.
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Chapter 2
An architecture for
autonomously controlling robot
with embodiment in real world
2.1 Introduction
We aim to make robots who decide their actions to achieve their goals in the real world.
It is known that robots in the real world are exposed to various issues that are never
present in the virtual or formally modeled worlds [43]. One of them is that, as is
widely recognized, the real world is highly dynamic; there are continuous changes of
circumstances. Another is that the physical devices can never escape from input/output
disturbances, which cause failures in robots’ actions. These issues arise from the fact
that robots have embodiment in the real world.
The key idea to solving these issues can be discovered in daily life. When we
walk, we are sensing various things, e.g. traffic signals, the roaring of a car engine, the
presence of vending machines, while moving ahead. We may stop moving since the
traffic signal is red, or reflexively jump back since we sense danger from the roaring.
Here, sensing and action work together rather than being separated, and the plan is
updated dynamically. We use such actions, e.g. ‘walking forward until finding some
obstacle’, to construct plans to achieve our goals. The robots who have embodiment
also need to have such ability to act in the real world.
However, traditional planning theory separates sensing and actions. Since the ori-
gin of a conceptual model for planning [35] is the model of state-transition systems
(also called discrete-event systems), it equates an atomic action with a step in a state
machine. In other words, atomic actions are considered to be carried out in a moment,
and no sensing takes place during that action. As discussed above, this feature is not
suitable for implementing such behaviors.
We propose a way to implement the key idea described above. To do this, we asso-
ciate actions with sensing in implementation rather than separating them, and instead
9
Goal Goal
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Circle denotes a subgoal, box means an atomic action, and diamond denotes
sensing (one kind of atomic actions). The box with a diamond denotes the atomic
action with sensing. Here, (a) is a diagram of general planning theory, and (b) is that
of our proposal.
let the next action be selected dynamically. In our system, Atomic actions are im-
plemented with sensing and storing external perceptions. This is the main difference
between general automated planning and ours. (Fig 2.1)
The action decision making program, which selects suitable atomic actions, is im-
plemented by Prolog. It takes the robot’s goal as a Prolog goal, and decomposes it to
the next action and the remaining subgoal; i.e. each step of the derivation procedure of
Prolog and the robot’s each action are interconnected. We also describe our experiment
on motion planning in the real world.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2.2 explains the difficulty of making
motion planning with dynamic planners and describes how our research has overcome
it. Section 2.3 describes in detail the robot Q.bo which we used in the experiment. The
following section 2.4 shows aspects of our computer programs, and how they work.
In section 2.5, we show our experiments in the real world. Related works are shown
in section 2.6. Finally, in section 2.7, we provide some discussions on the remaining
issues and conclude.
2.2 Motion planning in real world
Many “dynamic planners” have been published, which respond to dynamic changes in
the environment.
For example, [2] use it for Noncombatant Evacuation Operations planning (e.g.
selecting the means of transportation and the route to be followed), and [53] use it for
therapy planning systems in a real clinical environment.
However, traditional dynamic planners in the real world cannot avoid making a
significant assumption that the world can be accurately described as a state-transition
system based on atomic actions. In other words, it must be assumed that the effects,
pre- and post-conditions of atomic actions can be accurately described. However, due
to the I/O disturbances of devices described in section 2.1, for example, ‘to go ahead
exactly with 1 meter toward north’ is very hard for robots in the real world. If a robot
tried to do so and actually proceeded by 0.98 meter, a dynamic planner would not
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consider that the robot has normally reached the expected state, and it will consider
that situation as a failure of the plan.
To overcome this difficulty, we have taken a different approach. We implement
atomic actions analogous to our natural behaviors in daily life discussed in section 2.1,
as follows.
• Sensing and actions working together
Instead of the ‘sensing after action’ manner used by traditional dynamic planners,
we combine sensing and action, just like we sense surroundings while we walk.
In our method, an atomic action is done while always receiving data from the
sensor, and it terminates when some terminating condition (e.g. a certain period
of time has been passed, an obstacle is found, etc.) is satisfied. At that time,
information about the current environment of the robot will be sent to the action
decision making program which is used to determine the next action. Any atomic
action is guaranteed to terminate eventually (or, to be strict, we design atomic
actions to satisfy this property).
• Dynamic action selection depending on current condition
Using the information sent from the sense-and-action part described above, the
action decision making program decides the best suited atomic action to be exe-
cuted next. It uses rules written in Prolog and always returns some atomic action
(see section 2.4.2). It is very much like teleoreactive logic programs [32] (but
see section 2.6).
In section 2.5, by our experiments, we show that even if the robot’s actions are
not sufficiently accurate, it can continue to act and eventually reach its goal. In the
experiments, the robot sometimes lost sight of the target due to the inexactness of
the object recognition routine implemented in the SVM (Support Vector Machine) [5].
However, while going toward the approximate direction of the target, it found the target
again and went toward it. We also show that, under both the static environment and the
dynamic one, the robot reached the target using the same pair of action decision making
program and atomic action set.
2.3 Detailed description of robot
We used the robot ‘Q.bo Lite Evo’. A Spanish company, TheCorpora S.L., sells this
robot, and distributes Q.bo’s particular Linux distribution based on Ubuntu. We illus-
trate Q.bo in Figure 2.2.
Q.bo moves with 2 side wheels (rear), and 1 caster wheel (front). There are many
applications, e.g. face recognition, speech recognition, and object recognition, and so
on. We can control Q.bo with a robotic software platform, Robot Operating System
(ROS) [45].
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Figure 2.2: Q.bo Lite Evo
2.4 Motion planning
For motion planning, we write the action decision making program and computer pro-
grams that run Q.bo’s atomic actions. Atomic actions are described with Python, and
the action decision making program is implemented with SWI-Prolog [61].
In our system, thinking and action are generally run by turn. At first Q.bo runs
action decision making program to get a new atomic action. Second, Q.bo runs this
atomic action while sensing in the real world, and passes the requisite information on
action decision making program after the atomic action terminates. Q.bo continues
these two processes.
2.4.1 Atomic actions
We control Q.bo with ROS, which uses ROS Topic for sharing information. In this
experiment, we use ROS Topics with a focus on motion planning. The requisite infor-
mation (e.g. start a motor to move, recognize objects, measure distance, direction, and
velocity, etc.) are shared using ROS Topics.
Atomic actions are made using these topics, which are updated in real time. In
this way, Q.bo can move in response to changes in their environment in a way that is
similar to reflex actions.
A detailed explanation of atomic actions follows1.
• looking_Qbo
– Q.bo looks for the target while moving his head. It returns the direction of
the target, when he detects it.
1As mentioned in section 2.2, any atomic action terminates eventually, i.e. no action has a timeout. In
particular, search Qbo currently assumes that it can eventually find a direction without an obstacle.
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– If he cannot detect the target, it does nothing and terminates this process.
• search_Qbo(Direction)
– Q.bo turns around, searches for a direction, in which there are no obsta-
cles, and Q.bo moves forward in this direction. When Q.bo searches for
such a direction, he makes an effort to choose the direction as close to the
argument Direction as possible.
• forward_Qbo(Direction)
– Q.bo moves ahead for a fixed distance until some obstacle is found.
– If Q.bo finds some obstacle when he is moving forward, stops moving, and
terminates this process.
In looking_Qbo, object recognition for finding the target is currently implemented
using libSVM [10]. It was trained using about 40 images of the target and 40 images
of the different things, and classifies the images from Q.bo’s camera into ones of the
target and of the different things. Currently the accuracy of the classification is not so
high. We are planning to compare this with one implemented using OpenCV.
2.4.2 action decision making program
Q.bo runs action decision making program to get a new atomic action that is suitable
for the present circumstance. As shown in section 2.4, action decision making pro-
gram is implemented with Prolog. The derivation of a Prolog enables Q.bo to infer
a new atomic action, and the unification in a Prolog enables Q.bo to update requisite
information such as sensor information.
By and large, two kinds of rules make up action decision making program. One
group relate to storing sensor information, the other to conditional execution of atomic
action.
Abstract descriptions of the action decision making program are as the following
pseudo-Prolog code.
Toplevel :- Initialize, Goal.
Goal :- Percept, Goal’.
Goal’ :- Condition, !, Atomic_action, Goal.
The following is a detailed explanation of action decision making program.
1. initialize
Initialize information from stored sensor information of Q.bo.
In particular, Initial_state/3 is updated to record Q.bo’s initial direction
and location.
2. perception
Q.bo runs some specific atomic action (e.g. looking_Qbo) to have external
perceptions to get some information like its position and direction.
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3. branch condition
The branch, which is the first to have its condition satisfied with the perceptions,
is chosen to execute.
4. run a atomic action
Q.bo runs following atomic action. At this point, Q.bo waits for a termination
of the atomic action.
The action decision making program continues to repeat from 2 to 4.
We show almost the whole action decision making program code below.
/* Action decision making routine. First rule of search_target/7 is selected
at only the first time that initial state information was obtained
and returns no_operation action. */
search_target(D,X,Y,Op,Obj,Input,Output) :-
retract(first),
assert(initial_state(D,X,Y)),
Op = none.
/* The main rule for Qbo’s action decision making. */
search_target(D,X,Y,Op,Obj,Input,Output) :-
get_directions(D,I),
around_search(F,FD,Input,Output),
decide_action(F,FD,D,I,Op,Obj).
/* Get the directions which Qbo towards at the initial state. */
get_directions(Direction,Initial_Direction) :-
initial_state(Initial_Direction,_,_).
/* Send the command "looking_Qbo" to Qbo for looking around
and search the target. */
around_search(Found, Found_Direction,Input,Output) :-
write(Output,looking_Qbo),nl(Output),flush_output(Output),
recognize_target(Found, Found_Direction, Input).
/* If Qbo recognizes the target, Qbo sends back "True" message and
the argument ’Found’ is unified to it. Otherwise,
’Found’ is unified to "False". */
recognize_target(Found,Found_Direction,Input) :-
read_line_to_codes(Input, T1, T2),
name(Found, Found_Direction, T1, T2).
/* If Qbo recognizes the target, Qbo tries to go toward the target. */
decide_action(F,FD,D,I,Op,Obj) :-
F = true, !,
write(’target found’), nl,
go_forward(D,FD,Op,Obj).
/* Otherwise, Qbo goes toward the initial direction. */
decide_action(F,FD,D,I,Op,Obj) :- !,
write(’target not found’), nl,
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go_forward(D,I,Op,Obj).
/* The first rule of go_forward/4 sends the command which leads Qbo to
go forward avoiding the obstacle. */
go_forward(Direction, Initial_Direction, Operator, Obj) :-
Obj = 1, !,
Operator = search_Qbo(Initial_Direction).
/* The second one sends the command to go forward by a fixed distance
until Qbo finds the obstacle. */
go_forward(Direction, Initial_Direction, Operator, Obj) :- !,
Operator = forward_Qbo(Initial_Direction).
/* Top level routine (which acts as a TCP client); creates socket for
connecting to the program (a TCP server) managing Qbo’s atomic action,
and calls the robot’s goal (start searching for the target). */
client(H, P):-
tcp_socket(S),
tcp_connect(S, H:P, I, O),
prompt(_, ’’),
searching(S, I, O).
/* Robot’s goal; Searching the target. */
searching(S, I, O) :-
/* Read the sensor information from Qbo */
read_line_to_codes(I, T1,T2,T3,T4),
name(D,X,Y,Obj,T1,T2,T3,T4),
/* Call the action decision making routine. */
search_target(D,X,Y,Operator,Obj,I,O),
/* Send the atomic action Operator to Qbo. */
write(O, Operator), nl(O),
flush_output(O),
/* Recursively call this goal. */
searching(S, I, O).
2.5 Experiments in real world
We carried out the following two experiments.
• First experiment
We placed Q.bo, an obstacle, and the target in the space for our experiments.
The target is put ahead of Q.bo, but the obstacle obstructs the way to the target.
Q.bo’s goal is to reach the target while avoiding the obstacle.
• Second experiment
We placed Q.bo, and the target in the same space. The target is put ahead of
Q.bo again, and there are no obstacles on the way to the target at the beginning.
When Q.bo finds the object, we set the obstacle on the way to the target. Q.bo’s
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Obstacle
Target
Qbo Qbo went forward
Qbo found obstacle
(1) Initial state. (2) Q.bo found target and (3) Q.bo found obstacle.
went forward to it.
Qbo avoided obstacle
Qbo went forward
 and
reached target.
(4) Q.bo avoided obstacle. (5) Q.bo reached a point
in front of target.
Figure 2.3: First experiment
goal is to reach the target, avoiding the obstacle. (This is equivalent to the prior
goal.)
The first experiment shows how our programs work under the static environment.
The second one shows how to get over dynamic changes of the environment in the real
world. In these two experiments, we use the same action decision making program and
atomic actions because the goal of these is the same, i.e. “reach the target”.
2.5.1 Experiment results
The first experiment result is shown in Fig 2.3, and the log messages of this experiment
are shown in Fig 2.42. The result of the second experiment is shown in Fig 2.5. We
now give a detailed description of our experiments of these figures in turn.
2In Fig 2.4, Q.bo’s current direction and X, Y coordinates are automatically calculated by ROS. However,
the X, Y coordinates are currently not used.
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First, Q.bo, the target and the obstacle are set on the floor as shown in (1) of Fig
2.3. He found the target and started to move forward to it (2). However, he could not
go forward because of an obstacle in front of him (3). He thus avoided this obstacle
(4). Finally, he reached a point in front of the target (5).
We also explain log messages Fig 2.4 in detail. He found the target and the obstacle
simultaneously ((1) and (2)). The central part of Fig 2.4 shows the situation of (3) and
(4). The end of this shows the situation of (5).
In the second experiment, Q.bo and the target were set on the floor ((1) as shown
in Fig 2.5). He found the target and went towards it (2), and we put a tall obstacle in
front of the target to prevent him from seeing the target (3). Though he became unable
to find the direction of the target, he knew the direction which he faced at the initial
state. Thus, to continue along that direction he avoided this obstacle (5) and he found
the target again (6). He went forward to the target (7), and he reached a point in front
of it (8).
2.6 Related works
Our method of generating and executing actions is described in section 2.2, is logi-
cally much similar to that of teleoreactive logic programs [32] in that problem solving
(action selection) and skill execution are run in turn. However, most studies using tele-
oreactive logic programs do not use actions associated with sensing; they only deal
with problems in which the effects of actions can be accurately modeled (e.g. block
worlds, driving in simulators). In contrast, in our method, the robot creates its behavior
by concatenating actions with sensing, such as ‘proceed until some obstacle is found’.
Thus, in the real world, we can leave absorption of inaccuracy of actions to low-level
actions, and high-level action decision making program can concentrate on essential
problem solving (such as route finding)3.
On the other hand, since the basis of making behaviors are common to both, it is
promising that some techniques effective in teleoreactive logic programs can also be
applied to our method. For example, [32] refers to learning skills by generating logic
programs. It is also possible in our method in principle by dynamically asserting new
Prolog clauses.
Several other pieces of work on robot control combine high-level goal selection
using Prolog and low-level controlled atomic actions.
[44] presented a system which consists of a planner based on the situation calculus
written in Prolog and a Visual Basic program to control a mobile robot via the serial
port using the plan. However, unlike our system, it is based on common planning
theory and does not take environmental changes while performing atomic actions into
consideration.
[39] proposed the use of a Prolog-based design of implementing embedded control
systems. However, it is principally aimed at controlling devices such as mobile phones
and elevator systems, and does not take real-world robots into account. In a similar
3One possible policy for classifying low- and high-level actions is to distinguish reflexive actions and
deliberative ones. For example, when we go somewhere by bicycle, we keep our posture reflexively, and
select a route to the destination by deliberation.
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?- top(localhost, 50001).
Current_Direction 0.0
Current_Xcoodination 0.208470389247
Current_Ycoodination 0.607728362083
Object_exists:0none,1exist 0
none
Current_Direction 0.0
Current_Xcoodination 0.208470389247
Current_Ycoodination 0.607728362083
Object_exists:0none,1exist 0
target not found
forward_Qbo(0.0)
Current_Direction -0.56674860676
Current_Xcoodination 0.421715378761
Current_Ycoodination 0.365578144789
Object_exists:0none,1exist 0
target not found
forward_Qbo(0.0)
         ...............
Current_Direction -0.181215163964
Current_Xcoodination 0.58926320076
Current_Ycoodination 0.158022448421
Object_exists:0none,1exist 1
target found
search_Qbo(-18.9268259345)
Current_Direction -30.5078834562
Current_Xcoodination 0.601909518242
Current_Ycoodination 0.139529570937
Object_exists:0none,1exist 1
target found
search_Qbo(-12.4146786948)
Current_Direction -36.6720335595
Current_Xcoodination 0.608862161636
Current_Ycoodination 0.0795074924827
Object_exists:0none,1exist 1
target not found
search_Qbo(0.0)
Current_Direction -42.1552752743
Current_Xcoodination 0.604088366032
Current_Ycoodination -0.132724240422
Object_exists:0none,1exist 1
target found
search_Qbo(-4.4775895688)
Current_Direction 43.5791618223
Current_Xcoodination 0.604051947594
Current_Ycoodination -0.136830285192
Object_exists:0none,1exist 1
target found
search_Qbo(-28.4208381777)
Current_Direction 41.109001284
Current_Xcoodination 0.846122086048
Current_Ycoodination -0.164047449827
Object_exists:0none,1exist 0
target found
forward_Qbo(77.109001284)
Current_Direction 78.6191451584
Current_Xcoodination 0.972771942616
Current_Ycoodination -0.0934756249189
Object_exists:0none,1exist 0
target not found
forward_Qbo(0.0)
Current_Direction -0.386373556064
Current_Xcoodination 1.17985761166
Current_Ycoodination -0.317396342754
Object_exists:0none,1exist 0
target found
forward_Qbo(-54.5727762487)
Current_Direction -53.1635184803
Current_Xcoodination 1.15560567379
Current_Ycoodination -0.459227979183
Object_exists:0none,1exist 0
target found
forward_Qbo(-35.3499280031)
Current_Direction -34.3018008232
Current_Xcoodination 1.19413781166
Current_Ycoodination -0.769890904427
Object_exists:0none,1exist 0
target found
forward_Qbo(-53.0474389145)
Current_Direction -57.5621124945
Current_Xcoodination 1.12032699585
Current_Ycoodination -1.12421154976
Object_exists:0none,1exist 0
target found
forward_Qbo(-58.9649650481)
Connect to Qbo’s atomic action managing program.
Data from Qbo.
(Qbo’s current direction,  X,Y  coodinations,  judgement on existing obstacle.) 
Operator for Qbo’s moving.(Qbo does nothing initially).
Data on  whether Qbo finds the target or not.
Qbo found  target.
Qbo found obstacle in front of him.
Qbo avoided obstacle.
Qbo continued avoiding  obstacle, but  lost sight  target. 
Qbo found target again.
Qbo went towards the target.
Qbo lost sight of  target again.
(Probably Qbo’s object recognition function did not detect target.)
Qbo found target.
Qbo went towards the target and reached a point in front of it.
Figure 2.4: log messages of first experiment result
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(1) Initial state. (2) Q.bo found target. (3) Q.bo found obstacle.
and went towards it.
(4) Q.bo could not see target. (5) Q.bo avoided obstacle. (6) Q.bo found target again.
(7) Q.bo went towards target. (8) Q.bo reached a point
in front of target.
Figure 2.5: State of second experiment using Q.bo
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way, [37] provides a controller of the Stenzel Ltd. HEXOR mobile robot, but it does
not deal with inaccuracies of robots’ moves in the real world and lacks a way to hide
these inaccuracies from high-level action controls.
[46] provided a space robotics system by using a combination of a visual perception
system and a high-level reasoning system using GOLOG [33]. It is specialized in space
robotics tasks such as rendezvous and docking while our system is intended to provide
a generalized architecture that combines high-level goal selections and atomic actions
which are robust enough to bear up under inaccuracies in the real world.
Some other researches introduce actions associated with sensing, as we also do so.
A work of Chen et al. [11], which intends human-robot collaboration (unlike ours), can
treat rather large-scale actions (e.g. ‘goto a location’ and ‘pick-up an item’) as atomic
actions, which can include sensing. However, it does not directly mention the issues in
the real world described in section 2.1, such as I/O disturbances, and failures in actions
caused by them. Besides, we think that ‘goto a location’ is too large to be treated as an
atomic action; it should be better to regard it as a subgoal for which we can choose a
plan by deliberation.
KNOWROB by Tenorth et al. [58] is an action-centered knowledge representation
system which can learn action models. It can build complex actions including sens-
ing as action classes. It also mentions handling of uncertainties such as sensor noise.
However, since it is a knowledge representation system, It does not mention how to
overcome such uncertainties in itself.
2.7 Conclusions
We present an architecture for motion planning, which can respond to dynamic changes
in the environment and also is able to deal with uncertainties in the real world. We in-
corporate sensing into atomic actions because we have to take the robot’s embodiment
into consideration. Atomic actions are similar to everyday actions done using sense
data.
Though our experiment is still in the basic stage and we are dealing with a small
goal of reaching the single target, we expect that our method will be able to handle
larger scale problem solving. We plan to clarify the practicality of our method through
more pragmatic problems such as handling multiple goals and utilizing beliefs gained
by past perceptions. Increasing the precision of atomic actions is another future issue4.
While there are many works about planning, not many reports about planning have
been published that deal with difficulties which come from embodiment such as men-
tioned in section 2.1. We hope that this kind of research increases as a result of ours.
4As mentioned in section 2.2, it is a feature of our method that the atomic actions need not be accurate
enough. However, increasing the precision of them can improve the behaviors of robots.
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Chapter 3
Autonomous control of mobile
robots using logical
representation of map and
inference of location
3.1 Introduction
In the past, as research on the means for robots to move in indoor or outdoor spaces,
technologies, such as spatial recognition by SLAM and generation of moving plans
using planning, have been developed. However, these technologies lack the concept of
logical recognition of the spaces in which robots are located.
For example, suppose that a human says to a robot that “please put this plushie over
the cabinet in the next room”. At that time, if the robot does not logically understand
the relationships between the rooms or the furniture arrangement in the room, the robot
cannot understand the “next room”, and it is difficult for the robot and the person who
asked for that task to communicate with each other.
From such a point of view, it is necessary to acquire the logical recognition of a
space and maintain it as knowledge for robots, such as housekeeping robots, to coexist
with humans. If a robot has abilities such as recognizing the furniture arrangement in
a room structurally, and obtain the concept of “a room” as a single place, the robot
will be able to recognize from which room to which room it has moved. If the robot
can gain such recognition and keep it as knowledge, the information will be useful for
asking the robot to carry out tasks.
From this viewpoint, we conducted a verification experiment in which the robot
was given a relationship between a door and the entrance in a room as knowledge, then
it exited the room through the entrance using that knowledge (Fig. 3.1). In this exper-
iment, we aimed for the robot to recognize that it has got out of the room. However,
due to various problems, our aim has not been achieved yet at present. In this paper,
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Experiment room
Figure 3.1: Robot’s environment in experimental
room
Figure 3.2: Q.bo Lite Evo
we describe the findings we gained from the experiment and discuss them.1
Note that this paper focuses on the discussion on the problems for robots to acquire
logical recognition regarding places. Our larger goal is for robots to discover new
knowledge about the relationships between rooms using relationships obtained from
its observations. For discussion from that point of view, please refer to our another
study[23].
3.2 Implementation of our robot program
3.2.1 Robot and BDI model
For this study, we used Thecorpora’s Q.bo Lite Evo robot (Fig. 3.2). It has cameras as
its eyes, which can capture the forward view. It also has two ultrasonic sensors near its
front wheel that can detect obstacles.
Our implementation of the robot’s behavior is based on the BDI model[47], a model
of autonomous agents that emulates the process of human goal achievement. A BDI
agent, an agent based on the BDI model, first generates its goal using its beliefs ob-
tained from its environments. By practical reasoning[9], using these beliefs, it selects
a means (basically from its plan library) to achieve the goal, forms it as its intention,
then attempts to maintain the intention and execute it (the large box at the top of Fig.
3.3).
To make the robot have a goal and act while reasoning its sub-goals and plans to
achieve them, we used the BDI model for the robot’s action decision. To implement
this, we used Jason[7], a platform for implementing the BDI architecture (the funda-
mental agent architecture on the BDI model). With Jason, practical reasoning can be
described in a logic programming language approximately corresponding to Prolog.
1The video of this experiment is available at http://blackknight.ics.nara-wu.ac.jp/~kuma/
index2.html#roboexit as of December 10, 2017.
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Figure 3.3: BDI agent and implementation of
robot’s behavior
Although the robot’s goals and sub-goals are simple, the use of the BDI architec-
ture has a clear advantage that we can describe goal-oriented actions in a Prolog-like
language. In addition, to achieve our future goal of actualizing robots that attempt
to reach their destinations by forming sub-goals, we can take advantage of the BDI
model in which the robot can hold or modify its intentions and maintain its sub-goals
in response to environmental changes or failures of actions in the real world[24].
3.2.2 ROS and Jason
The robot’s motors and sensors are controlled using ROS[18]. We use ROS from
Python (Fig. 3.3). By processing the visual information from the sensors using lib-
SVM, the (non-)presence of a target object is determined, and the result is passed to
Jason. Jason then acquires the result as a perception and uses it for practical reasoning
to determine the robot’s action, i.e., selects the plan for the current goal and passes an
atomic action to the Python side. On the Python side, the motor output determined
based on that action is passed to ROS, and the robot acts.
We are currently focused on developing a mechanism for determining actions from
goals as a practical reasoning based on logic programming. Hence, object recognition
using libSVM currently involves a naive method, and its precision is not very high.
Improving upon this is our future task.
3.2.3 Design of atomic actions
Atomic actions are designed at the level of, for example, “proceed while avoiding ob-
stacles”, and implemented on the Python side. Plans using these actions as the smallest
units of action are prepared on the Jason side. As a result, when writing plans for the
BDI agent, we can plan using atomic actions, which are robust against obstacles.
We implemented the following atomic actions. The heading of each entry shows
the name of the action. Actions forward_Qbo and search_Qbo were implemented in
our previous research[22, 21].
looking_Qbo : search for an object and take an argument as an ID of the target object.
First, obtain 3 images from the camera by rotating the robot’s head in different
directions (covering about a 160◦ view) and splitting each image into 3×2 areas.
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Next, estimate whether the target object exists in each area using SVM. If, for
some areas, the target is judged to exist at a certainty higher than some thresh-
old, the target is considered to exist in the direction of the area with the highest
certainty. If not, the target is considered not to exist. The result is returned as a
perception.
forward_Qbo : take an argument as a base direction, turn to the specified base direc-
tion, and move ahead a constant length. The capability to detect an obstacle with
ultrasonic sensors in parallel with moving is built into this action, and for de-
tecting an obstacle, the robot stops. After this action, information of the robot’s
direction and whether the robot is facing an obstacle is received as perceptions
(the same holds for search_Qbo).
search_Qbo : take an argument as a base direction, turn to the direction that is close
to the specified base direction, and move to where no obstacles are found. This
first involves turning to the specified direction, and if there is any obstacle in that
direction, turning around little by little until facing no obstacle.
3.2.4 Decision-making program for robots
We prepared a decision-making program for our robot as a plan of the BDI agent as
follows. Currently, we assume that a robot is in a room whose door is opened inward.
The final goal for the robot is “to move out of the room”, and we set a goal of “reach
the exit of the room” as an intermediate step. The plan to achieve this goal is written
on Jason (as shown in Fig. 3.4) and consists of the following sequence of sub-goals: i)
access the door of the room and ii) at that point, find the entrance of the room.
@re
+!reach_exit
<- // access the door
!reach_object(door);
// find the entrance
!reach_object(entry).
Figure 3.4: Plan for finding entrance of
room
door
wall
direction
of robot
current
direction
to entrance
expected
Figure 3.5: Belief regarding direction to
door and entrance
To achieve these sub-goals, we prepared sub-plan “ro” shown in Fig. 3.6 on Jason.
Note that a tag beginning with “@” at the top of each plan shows the name of that plan.
This plan, working with some sub-subplans, is prepared for reaching the front of a
target object. It is commonly used in both i) and ii) above. In Fig. 3.6 (and for other
figures referred in this section), a plan is in the form of “triggering event : precondition
<- plan body” (where precondition can be omitted), and “!”, “+!” denote a sub-goal
and event of goal addition, respectively. Note that not all definitions of sub-goals are
given in this paper. The symbol “-+” denotes a belief revision. Atoms that appear
in plan body, which do not begin with any special symbol such as “!” or “-+”, are
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@ro
+!reach_object(Object)
<- // initially set approximate direction to object
!set_expected_target_direction(Object);
!search_object(Object). // main process of search
@s_td1
+!set_expected_target_direction(door)
<- // set expected direction of door given ad hoc
-+expected_target_direction(0).
@s_td2
+!set_expected_target_direction(entry)
: my_current_direction(Dir)
<- // expected direction of door entry is separated
// by 45 degrees from current direction
-+expected_target_direction(Dir + 45).
@so1
+!search_object(Object)
: not front_of(Object) // if not in front of object yet
<- // receive perception caused by previous action
!get_my_current_direction;
!get_information_of_obstacle;
// internally call looking_Qbo to find target object
!around_search(Object);
// decide next action and send it to robot
!decide_action;
// recursively try to achieve the goal
!search_object(Object).
@so2
+!search_object(Object)
<- true. // if already in front of object
Figure 3.6: Sub-plans for finding object
atomic actions; inside Jason, atomic actions are implemented using Java. The symbol
“//” denotes a comment. Sub-plan “ro” executes the following processes.
(1) Initially set the approximate direction of the target.
(2) Receive perception.
(3) Attempt to find the target object using looking_Qbo.
(4) Depending on the perception caused by (3), decide the next action (forward_
Qbo or search_Qbo) as follows (see Fig. 3.7), and send it to the Python side via
TCP (by tcp_write).
⟨a⟩ As a base direction, choose the direction toward the target if it is visible. If
not, choose the direction initially given as an approximate direction to it.
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@da1
+!decide_action
: // if target is visible, and facing obstacle
found_target(Object) & target_direction(Dir) &
found_obstacle
<- // find nearest direction with no obstacle
tcp_write(search_Qbo(Dir)).
@da2
+!decide_action
: // if target is visible, and not facing obstacle
found_target(Object) & target_direction(Dir)
<- // proceed toward the target
tcp_write(forward_Qbo(Dir)).
@da3
+!decide_action
: // if target is not visible, and facing obstacle
found_obstacle & expected_target_direction(Dir)
// expected_target_direction/1 returns approximate
// direction of the target given initially
<- // find direction with no obstacle near initial direction
tcp_write(search_Qbo(Dir)).
@da4
+!decide_action
: // if target is not visible, nor facing obstacle
expected_target_direction(Dir)
<- // proceed toward initial direction
tcp_write(forward_Qbo(Dir)).
Figure 3.7: Sub-plans for deciding action
⟨b⟩ Select forward_Qbo to proceed if the robot is facing no obstacle, or search_
Qbo to avoid the obstacle as the next action. The base direction chosen in
(4)⟨a⟩ is given as the argument of the action.
(5) Repeat the process from (2) to (4) by recursive call.
Between i) and ii) mentioned above, to obtain the initial direction of the entrance,
the robot uses an empirical rule that the expected direction to the room entrance is
separated by 45◦ from the direction of the robot when it reaches the front of the door
(plan “s_td2” in Fig. 3.6). This rule comes from the fact that the angle between the
entrance and door was about 90◦ in this experiment (Fig. 3.5).
3.2.5 Discussion on process of recognizing door
In this study, the robot recognized the door via its visual perception. However, due
to the limit of its range of vision, the robot could only acquire a partial image of the
door instead of that of the entire door. In this study, the room door had a horizontal slit
under the doorknob, which the robot selected as a characteristic of the door in order to
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Figure 3.8: Route of robot’s movement
during experiment (dotted line denotes
executing plan for reaching front of door.
One-dot chain line denotes plan for reach-
ing entrance of room.)
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Figure 3.9: Route of robot’s movement
during experiment (dotted line is execut-
ing plan for reaching front of door. Large
circle is condition of recognizing door.
Small circle is condition of meeting re-
quirement of ultrasonic sensors.)
recognize it. We argue that the procedure described above is close to the concentration
of mind in human object recognition. When a human opens a door, he/she concentrates
his/her consciousness on a characteristic part of the door, such as the doorknob, to
recognize the door and open it, instead of having awareness of the entire door. We
assume that localized use of information is also useful for robots to recognize their
environments.
3.3 Experimental results
We now discuss the results of our experiment.
First, the robot moved in the expected direction of the door given initially, found the
door, and moved in the direction toward the front of the door. When it approached the
front of the door, the context of plan “so1” in Fig. 3.6 for reaching the front of the door
was not satisfied under the following two conditions: recognizing the door by using
the SVM and meeting the requirement of the ultrasonic sensors on its body, where we
call these conditions “stop conditions” for plan “re” in Fig. 3.4. Then goal !reach
object(door) (in plan “re”) was achieved through plan “so2” in Fig. 3.6. Therefore,
the robot’s next goal was !reach_object(entry) (in plan “re”) for reaching the
entrance and exiting the room, and the robot moved in the direction by setting the rule
of sub-plan “s_td2” in Fig. 3.6 to find the entrance. With this knowledge, the robot
moved to the entrance of the room and exited the room. This is a desirable result (Fig.
3.8).
Second, though the robot moved in the expected direction toward the door given
initially, found the experimental room door, and moved in the direction toward the
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front of the door, like the first result, it found the opposite room door while it was
moving toward the experimental room door. Therefore, the robot mistook the target as
the opposite room door and moved toward the vicinity of the entrance of that room. At
this point, the context of plan “so1” for reaching the front of the door was not satisfied
because when the robot approached the entrance of the room, the stop conditions were
incorrectly satisfied by finding the opposite door and meeting the requirement of the
ultrasonic sensors since its body was caught on the edge of the doorway. Then goal
!reach_object(door) (in plan “re”) was achieved with plan “so2”. Therefore, the
robot started to exit at that location by executing goal !reach_object(entry) (in
plan “re”). As a result, the robot could not find the entrance and exit the room by
using this knowledge (Fig. 3.9).
3.4 Discussion
So far, we could not achieve our objective described in Sec. 3.1 through this experi-
ment. This is mainly because the sense of robot’s recognition is different from that of
a human’s. In the following, we list the important problems to be solved for improving
the accuracy of the experiment.
3.4.1 Recognition of door
As the robot approached the door, the image of the door, which was small in the field
of vision at first, gradually became larger. Then, as the robot neared the door, the entire
door spread out from the view of the robot. As a result, the robot could not recognize
that what was seen in the field of vision was the same object as the door that it had been
looking at. This is because the robot uses only local visual information.
Furthermore, in our experiment, the robot could not find the difference between
the nearby door and the opposite room door. The reason for this is considered to be
that since the robot classifies objects by feature extraction using the SVM based on
camera images, it cannot distinguish objects with similar features from each other using
perspective.
With these facts, the robot mistakenly recognized the door of the opposite room.
3.4.2 Stop conditions of plan in continuous space
From the second result in Sec. 3.3, the robot did not move properly due to improperly
implementing the stop conditions. In this experiment, we implemented the rule for the
following two stop conditions: “The front of the door” by recognizing the door, and
meeting the requirement of the ultrasonic sensors. In the real world, we can understand
“the front of the door” empirically, but it is difficult to implement such a condition.
Because the real world is a continuous space, it is difficult to uniquely determine such
an abstraction.
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3.4.3 Method and amount of data used for learning
Currently, at most several hundred sets of image data are used for learning. This is
considered to be a major factor of low precision. The accuracy of the experiment can
be improved by increasing the amount of such data. However, it is a major problem
that it takes considerable manpower and time to increase the amount of data.
There is also a possibility of improvement by introducing recent techniques, such
as deep learning, for classifying door images.
As another problem, to recognize the door and approach it, it is necessary to keep
recognizing that it is a door. Currently, the robot judges whether an image obtained
from the camera is a door each time an action is taken. For this reason, if the recognition
rate is not high, it tends to lose sight of the door. To address this problem, we should
consider introducing methods such as object tracking.
3.4.4 Recognition of situation change
As a method of understanding the relative positional relation, we were thinking of
using the rapid change of view when exiting a room. However, in our observation, the
scenery observed by the robot changed much faster than with our eyes, even when it
did not exit the room. This seems to be partly due to the low height of the robot.
3.4.5 Summary and future directions
We discussed problems to be solved to achieve our goal of a robot recognizing the
change in the situation of exiting a room. To address issues and achieve our goal,
one possible idea we are considering is to understand the shape of a building using
3D LIDAR (e.g. [30, 27]), and based on this information, make the robot be able to
recognize that it has moved from a room to a corridor. One of our future tasks is
to solve these problems and have the robot acquire the ability to obtain the logical
relationship between the locations as knowledge and create a map by moving to the
destination while achieving its subgoal.
3.5 Related work
Zhang et al. [62] proposed an autonomous mobility control method by combining high-
level planning implemented in answer set programming (ASP) and low-level planning
implemented in the partial observation Markov decision process (POMDP). By mak-
ing high-level inference using ASP, simulation results improved compared to behavior
control only with POMDP. They also succeeded in experiments with real robots. While
their method is based on self-location estimation using existing SLAM technology, we
discussed a behavior control method without using SLAM.
Nu¨chter et al. [41] proposed a method for understanding the space of the real world
by labeling floors, ceilings, and walls using the inference rules of Prolog based on the
vertical or parallel relationship on a 3D map obtained from a robot’s 3D scan and using
6D SLAM[42]. However, they mentioned that using HTN planning[25] for determin-
ing a robot’s movement using this logical information is a subject for future analysis.
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In contrast, we used the BDI model and logic programming for determining a robot’s
movement, and the robot performed goal-oriented actions.
Lidoris et al. [34] conducted the ACE project for developing a robot that can reach
a destination without an existing map or GPS sensors and move outdoors. The main
contribution of their paper was that the robot could reach a destination by asking pedes-
trians. Their robot is composed of a finite state machine consisting of three action-
decision modules “Active, Inactive, and PriorityCheck”. Unlike that, we used the BDI
model for the robot’s action decision, and the robot could flexibly modify its goal.
Brandstatter et al. [8] presented a self-position estimation method other than SLAM.
They solved localization and navigation problems using the internal discrete topologi-
cal representation of the environment called an internal map. The internal map consists
of locations that are candidates for the self-position of the agent, regions which are sets
of the locations, and adjacency relation between the regions. An agent can estimate the
location based on the positional relationship and distance of the landmark seen from
the current position. Location estimation can also be used for navigating to the desti-
nation. While they only conducted simulation, we gave an implementation based on
logic programming.
3.6 Conclusion
We implemented a system that acquires logical recognition of positions in space and
moves inside that space and conducted an experiment to clarify the current problems.
We have to further consider the stop condition of the plan, which is one of the im-
plementation problems. We believe that problems related to perspective and identity,
recognition using local information, and learning volume and method can be improved
by improving hardware performance and by changing the handling method. Further-
more, with regard to the robot’s recognition of changes to the situation, such as recog-
nition of “exiting the room”, which was the goal of this research, we are considering
creating knowledge unique to robots by using dedicated hardware such as 3D LIDAR
or combining various sensors. Through further experiments based on the above pro-
cess, we aim to solve these problems and create intelligence for robots that cooperate
with humans, such as housekeeping robots.
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Chapter 4
Implementation of 3-valued
paraconsistent logic
programming towards decision
making system of agents
4.1 Introduction
We have been investigating the operation of real world robots based on inference sys-
tems using logic programming [21] [22] [23]. We found that real world robots en-
counter various errors concerning, for example, sensor data and power of their move-
ment motors. Therefore, agents controlling such robots need to cope with contradic-
tions of beliefs caused by such errors. For a robot to behave correctly while handling
inconsistent beliefs, inference based on a model that allows contradiction is necessary.
We developed and implemented an algorithm that can infer under loose constraints
using rough rules, allowing reasoning even in a situation with few facts. Therefore, we
expect that we can derive solutions on matters to be inferred even from insufficient and
inconsistent data such as the results obtained from classification of sensor data from
robots.
Paraconsistent logic programming was first theoretically proposed by Blair in the
1990s as a method to handle such insufficient and inconsistent data [6]. However, as far
as we know, there are no implementation of paraconsistent logic programming. There-
fore, we focused on the paraconsistent logic programming system QMPT0, which was
proposed by Coniglio and Oliveira and semantically based on their 3-valued logic [14].
By using QMPT0, it is easy to understand the description of negative facts and to make
correct reasoning based on the law of excluded middle. However, there were no algo-
rithms for QMPT0 to stop at a finite time.
We developed our algorithm to solve QMPT0 and implemented it on SWI-Prolog.
To demonstrate the validity of our algorithm, we proved its soundness and weak com-
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pleteness with respect to denotational semantics that is first introduced in Coniglio et
al’s work [14]. Our implementation can be downloaded from http://blackknight.ics.
nara-wu.ac.jp/~yuki/qmpt0/qmpt0.pl. To argue that our algorithm is useful for
agents inferring under incomplete information that may contain inconsistencies, we
also implemented it on Jason [7], an agent platform, and give a simple example of an
action decision of an agent.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss a
flexible inference system based on 3-valued paraconsisitent logic with an example. In
Sec. 4.3, we introduce two types of semantics to the logic underlying this inference
system and show their equivalence. In Sec. 4.4, we introduce and give details of our
proposed algorithm. In Sec. 4.5, we describe the soundness and weak completeness of
our algorithm and describe its implementation on SWI-Prolog and Jason in Sec. 4.6. In
Sec. 4.7, we discuss related work and conclude the paper in Sec. 4.8.
4.2 Inferences based on uncertain information
Our aim is to present a flexible inference system based on 3-valued paraconsistent
logic and show that it is useful for inference by agents using uncertain information.
In this paper, we discuss a certain situation likely to occur in the real world, in which
uncertain information is handled, and discuss the desirable inference system under such
a situation.
4.2.1 Knowledge of robot using uncertain information
Suppose that members of Nasu laboratory, Yuki, Megu, Nasu, a doll named Kuma
and a robot named Qbo, decided to go out after work. However, it seems that some
members have wandered off, and they cannot go out until all these members have been
found (Fig. 4.1). Will Qbo be able to determine which members have wandered off by
inference?
Let us assume that Qbo has the following properties.
megu
nasu
qbo
yuki
kuma
nasuroom mirror
Figure 4.1: Status of laboratory
• Qbo, the robot, is in Nasu laboratory. It can obtain information on whether it can
see person X (in_sight(X)) through its camera.
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• Usually, Qbo cannot see itself. However, there is a mirror in Nasu laboratory,
but the mirror is only partly enters Qbo’s view. Therefore, Qbo can sometimes
see and not see itself. That is, the information represented by the predicate in_
sight/1 can be contradictory.
• Qbo also has information that some person X has informed Qbo of his/her desti-
nation Y (keep_contact(X, Y)) and information that X is at Y (present_at
(X, Y)).
• However, as Qbo does not necessarily receive all the correct information, the
information it has can be incomplete.
What kind of reasoning should be done in such a situation? Let us say that Qbo
uses the following three rules to infer which members have wandered off.
1. If a person has informed Qbo of his/her destination, but he/she is not in that
place, then he/she has wandered off.
2. If a person is not visible from Qbo, and he/she has not informed Qbo of his/her
destination, then he/she has wandered off.
3. If Kuma is not visible, it is considered not to be in Nasu laboratory.
These three rules can be written in the form of a logic program, as shown in Fig.
4.2. Here, stray(X) represents that X has wandered off and nasuroom stands for
Nasu laboratory.
stray(X) :- keep_contact(X,Y),
-present_at(X,Y). % rule:1
stray(X) :- -in_sight(X),
-keep_contact(X,Y). % rule:2
-present_at(kuma,nasuroom) :-
-in_sight(kuma). % rule:3
Figure 4.2: Rules as logic program
Note that by attaching “–” to the beginning of predicates, we write negative facts
such as “invisible” and “no contact”. In particular, there are cases in which a rule, such
as rule:3 with a negation on the head, is also needed.
Furthermore, assume that Qbo received more information as facts that can be for-
mally written, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Again, note that we can write facts with negation.
In fact, due to circumstances concerning the mirror mentioned above, in_sight/2
actually has contradictory information in_sight(qbo) and -in_sight(qbo).
4.2.2 Required inference method
Suppose that Qbo wants to infer who has wandered off under the situation described
in Sec. 4.2.1. To do so, we need ‘a way to obtain the desired conclusion when there is
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in_sight(qbo). in_sight(nasu).
in_sight(megu). -in_sight(qbo).
-in_sight(kuma). -in_sight(yuki).
present_at(qbo,nasuroom).
present_at(nasu,nasuroom).
-present_at(yuki,nasuroom).
keep_contact(megu,nasuroom).
Figure 4.3: Formal description for laboratory status
neither information that a certain fact is established or not established’, which is similar
to the law of excluded middle in classical logic.
Under this situation, if Yuki has already said that he will come to Nasu laboratory
(keep_contact(yuki,nasuroom).), but is not there now (-present_at(yuki,nasuroom).),
by rule:1 in Fig. 4.2, he is considered to have wandered off (stray(yuki).). On the
other hand, if there was no such contact (-keep_contact(yuki,nasuroom).), and
Qbo cannot see Yuki (-in_sight(yuki,nasuroom).), by rule:2, Yuki is consid-
ered to have wandered off (stray(yuki).). Therefore, regardless of whether there
was such contact or not, Qbo infers that Yuki has wandered off.
By similar inference using rule:3, Kuma is also considered to have wandered off.
No other members are considered to have wandered off.
4.2.3 Development of inference system based on uncertain infor-
mation
To construct an inference system using such uncertain information, it is convenient to
implement a logic programming system using 3-valued paraconsistent logic. By using
paraconsistent logic, the existence of conflicting information can be naturally allowed.
In addition, using an inference system based on Coniglio and Oliveira’s 3-valued logic
[14], it is possible to reason out the desired conclusion, either in the presence or absence
of a specific fact, as discussed in Sec. 4.2.2.
To construct such an inference system, we propose a resolution algorithm to solve
the 3-valued paraconsistent logic programming, and describe its implementation.
With our algorithm, we can obtain the following output from the example in Sec.
4.2.2.
?- stray(X).
X = yuki;
X = kuma;
false.
The features of the 3-valued paraconsistent logic programming can be summarized
as follows.
• Existence of inconsistent information is allowed.
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• Facts that can be inferred by classification based on whether a certain literal is
true or false can be inferred.
• Facts that can be inferred by a traditional logic programming can be inferred.
In the following sections, we give details of our algorithm, including its implemen-
tation.
4.3 Technical terms and two types of semantics
This section has two objectives. The first is to introduce some technical terms with
formal definitions. The second is to show the theorem connecting two types of seman-
tics. This theorem has already been presented by Coniglio and Oliveira [14]. However,
since it is an important theorem for this paper, we introduce the theorem and its proof
in Theorem 7 in this section.
In the following, we assume that a language L = ⟨C ,F ,P,V ⟩ is given. Each
element of L represents the following.
• C : the set of constant symbols
• F : the set of function symbols
• P: the set of predicate symbols
• V : the set of variable symbols
Let arity be a mapping from F ∪P to N. It denotes the number of arguments of
each symbol in F and P .
We define terms and formulas in BNF notation.
term τ := x | c | f (τ1, . . . ,τn)
where x ∈ V , c ∈ C , f ∈F , arity( f ) = n, τ1, . . . ,τn are terms.
formula φ := p(τ1, . . . ,τn) | φ ∧ψ | φ ∨ψ | φ →ψ | ¬φ | ∼φ | ∀x.φ | ∃x.φ
where p ∈P , arity(p) = n, τ1, . . . ,τn are terms, φ and ψ are formulas, and x ∈ V .
Note that two negative symbols are used: ¬means weak negation and contradiction
can be tolerated for this symbol, and ∼ means strong negation, and contradiction can
not be tolerated with regard to this symbol. We can think of strong negation as negation
in classical logic.
A term with no occurrence of variable symbols is called a ground term. A formula
in the form of p(τ1, . . . ,τn) is called an atomic formula. A positive literal is defined as
an atomic formula or a formula in the form of ¬φ , where φ is an atomic formula. A
negative literal is defined as a formula in the form of ∼φ , where φ is a positive literal.
We call positive and negative literals as just literals. Free or bounded occurrences
of variables are defined in the usual manner. A formula with no occurrence of free
variables is called a closed formula.
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Definition 1 (program/goal clause). A program clause (of QMPT0) is a closed for-
mula in the form of ∀x1, . . . ,xn.A∨∼B1 ∨ ·· · ∨∼Bm, where A is a positive literal,
∼B1, . . . ,∼Bm are negative literals, and x1, . . . ,xn are all the variable symbols that
occur in A,B1, . . . ,Bm. We write this program clause as A← B1, . . . ,Bm. If m = 0, we
call it a fact. Otherwise, we call it a rule.
A goal clause (of QMPT0) is a closed formula in the form of ∀x1, . . . ,xn.∼D where
D is a positive literal and x1, . . . ,xn are all the variable symbols that occur in D. We
write this goal clause as← D.
For convenience, for a program clause P = ∀x1, . . . ,xn.A∨∼B1 ∨ ·· · ∨∼Bm, we
write the formula A∨∼B1∨ ·· ·∨∼Bm inside the quantifiers as P
′. The symbol G′ for
a goal clause G is defined in a similar manner.
An ordered list P = ⟨K1, . . . ,Kn⟩ of finite program clauses K1, . . . ,Kn is called a
program. Note that a program has an order and is not just a set.
Definition 2 (substitutions). We write the set of all terms as Term and the set of all
ground terms as GTerm. A map from V to Term is called a substitution and that
from V to GTerm is called a ground substitution. We represent substitutions using
the symbols σ , τ , and µ . Also, we use the symbols σˆ , τˆ , and µˆ to represent ground
substitutions. For any substitution, we often use postfix notation (cf. xστ = τ(σ(x))).
By a natural extension, we can regard a substitution as a map from the set of all
formulas to the set of all formulas. In this way, a ground substitution can be regarded
as a map whose image is the set of all closed formulas.
Definition 3 (pragmatic structure). A pragmatic structure is a pairU= {D,(·)U}where
D is a non-empty set denoting the domain of this structure, and (·)U is a map intended
to ‘interpret’ symbols of L in the domain D and satisfies the following conditions. We
also assume that for every element d of D, there exists a corresponding element d′ of
C that satisfies (d′)U = d.
1. For any c ∈ C , (c)U ∈ D
2. For any f ∈F , ( f )U is a map from Dn to D where arity( f ) = n
3. For any p ∈P , (p)U is a map from Dn to the set of truth values {1,B,0}, where
arity(p) = n
4. For any closed formulas φ and ψ , (¬φ)U, (∼φ)U, (φ ∧ψ)U, (φ ∨ψ)U, (φ →
ψ)U are calculated using the truth matrix in Fig. 4.4 using (φ)U,(ψ)U
5. For any closed formula ∀x.φ ,
(∀x.φ)U = 1 iff for any a ∈ D, (φ [a/x])U = 1
(∀x.φ)U = 0 iff for some a ∈ D, (φ [a/x])U = 0
(∀x.φ)U = B iff otherwise
6. For any closed formula ∃x.φ ,
(∃x.φ)U = 1 iff for some a ∈ D, (φ [a/x])U = 1
(∃x.φ)U = 0 iff for any a ∈ D, (φ [a/x])U = 0
(∃x.φ)U = B iff otherwise
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In this definition, φ [a/x] denotes a formula obtained by replacing free occurrences of
x in φ with the constant symbol a′ ∈ C which corresponds to a.
∧ 1 B 0
1 1 B 0
B B B 0
0 0 0 0
∨ 1 B 0
1 1 1 1
B 1 B B
0 1 B 0
→ 1 B 0
1 1 B 0
B 1 B 0
0 1 1 1
p ¬p ∼ p
1 0 0
B B 0
0 1 1
Figure 4.4: 3-valued truth table
Definition 4 (validity). Given a formula φ , a pragmatic structure U, and a set of for-
mulas F, we define
• U |= φ iff φU ∈ {1,B}
• U |= F iff for any φ ∈ F, U |= φ
• F |= φ iff for any U, if U |= F then U |= φ
Definition 5 (preparation for Theorem 7). Let P = ⟨K1, . . . ,Km⟩ be a program. We
define
P := {L | ∃K ∈ P,∃σˆ ,L= K′σˆ}
Sup(P) := {A | A is atomic formula and ∃L ∈ P, A occurs in L.}
We write the cardinality of Sup(P) as λ (P). Let {Ai | i< λ (P)} be the enumeration
of Sup(P). For a map γ : λ (P)→ {0,1} and i < λ (P), we define L
γ
i , I
P
γ and Pγ as
follows.
L
γ
i :=
{
Ai if γ(i) = 0
¬Ai if γ(i) = 1
IPγ := {L
γ
i ← | i< λ (P)}
Pγ := P∪ I
P
γ
Definition 6 (bottom-up construction of TP ↑ n). Given a set of program clauses P, we
define TP : 2
GTerm → 2GTerm as follows.
TP(S) := S∪{B | ∃σˆ ,∃A← B1, . . . ,Bm ∈ P,Aσˆ = B and B1σˆ , . . . ,Bmσˆ ∈ S}
In addition, we define that TP ↑ 0 := TP( /0), TP ↑ (n+1) := TP(TP ↑ n) (where n∈N)
and TP ↑ ω :=
∪
n∈ω TP ↑ n.
Theorem 7 (equivalence of semantics in 3-valued logic and denotational semantics
[14]). For any ground positive literal L and program P= {K1, . . . ,Km}, we have
P |= L iff L ∈
∩
γ∈2λ (P)
TPγ ↑ ω (4.1)
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Proof. ⇐ Suppose that the right side of (4.1) holds, and a pragmatic structure U satis-
fies U |= P. It is sufficient to show U |= L. Now we define γ ∈ 2λ (P) as follows.
γ(i) :=
{
0 if U |= Ai
1 otherwise
By the assumption, there exists the minimum natural number n that satisfies L ∈
TPγ ↑ n. We use mathematical induction on n.
case of n = 0. In this case, either L is an instance of a fact in P, or there exists i that
satisfies L= (¬)Ai and U |= (¬)Ai. In the former case, there exist a ground substitution
σˆ and a program clause K that satisfy L= K′σˆ . Therefore, since U |= K holds, U |= L
immediately holds. In the latter case, U |= L can easily be shown.
case of n> 0. In this case, there exist a ground substitution σˆ and K ∈ P, that satisfy
K′σˆ = L← B1, . . . ,Bl and B1, . . . ,Bl ∈ TPγ ↑ (n− 1). From the assumption of mathe-
matical induction, the following hold.
U |= Bi for any i
U |= L∨∼B1∨·· ·∨∼Bl
From these, U |= L is derived.
⇒ It is sufficient to show P ⊭ L assuming L /∈
∩
γ∈2λ (P)
TPγ ↑ ω . From the assump-
tion, there exists γ ∈ 2λ (P) that satisfies L /∈ TPγ ↑ ω . Using this γ , we can construct a
pragmatic structure U= ⟨GTerm,(·)⟩ that satisfies both U ⊭ L and the following.
for any Ai ∈ λ (P), (Ai)
U =


0 if Ai /∈ TPγ ↑ ω and ¬Ai ∈ TPγ ↑ ω
1 if Ai ∈ TPγ ↑ ω and ¬Ai /∈ TPγ ↑ ω
B if Ai ∈ TPγ ↑ ω and ¬Ai ∈ TPγ ↑ ω
Now it is sufficient to show U |= P. To do so, we show that (K′i σˆ)
U ∈ {1,B} holds
for any i and σˆ . We can write K′i σˆ as D∨∼C1∨ ·· ·∨∼Cm. If {(C1)
U, . . . ,(Cm)
U} ⊆
{1,B}, then C1, . . . ,Cm ∈ TPγ ↑ ω holds and D ∈ TPγ ↑ ω is derived, then we can show
(D)U ∈ {1,B}. As a result, (D)U ∈ {1,B} or (C1)
U = 0 or . . . or (Cm)
U = 0 holds. This
means that (K′i σˆ)
U = 1 or B.
4.4 Definition of proposed algorithm
This section describes the details of our proposed algorithm named “stack-resolution”.
First, we define a search tree. This represents the process of ordinary solution search.
Our algorithm is characterized by accumulating valid clauses at that point in the stack
as knowledge even in the process regarded as a failure in ordinary solution search.
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Definition 8 (index). An index I is a finite sequent of positive integers. Empty sequent ε
is also an index. For the set of all indexes, linear order ≤ is defined as lexical ordering
(i.e. ε ≤ (1,1)≤ (1,1,3)≤ (2,1)≤ (2,3,4)).
Definition 9 (labeled tree). A labeled tree T is a set of 2-tuples ⟨K, I⟩ where K is a
program clause and I is an index.
Definition 10 (preparation for search tree). For any program P = ⟨K1, . . . ,Km⟩, map
FP on the set of all labeled trees is defined as follows:
FP(T ) := T ∪{⟨K, I⟩ | ∃⟨M,J⟩ ∈ T,∃Ki ∈ P, s.t.
I = J.i and K is a resolvent of M and Ki}
where J.i is a sequent obtained by adding i to the end of J.
Definition 11 (search tree). A search tree SP,G of program P and goal clause ← G is
defined as ∪n∈ωFP ↑ n, where FP ↑ 0 := {⟨G← G,ε⟩}, FP ↑ (n+1) := FP(FP ↑ n).
We show an example of search tree, which is taken from [14]. Suppose that pro-
gram P is given in Fig. 4.5.
1. a← h.
2. c←¬h.
3. d← c.
4. a← d,¬g.
5. a← g,¬e.
6. ¬e.
Figure 4.5: example of program
Also, suppose that goal clause ← a. is given. The search tree of P and ← a. is
illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
g, e, (5)
g, (5,6)
,a ε
h, g,(4,3,2)
d, g, (4)
c, g, (4,3)
a
a
a
a
(1)a h, a
a
Figure 4.6: example of search tree
This search tree illustrates the usual resolution steps. For each node ⟨M, I⟩, M is
the resolvent from the program clause of the parent node and the i-th program clause
in P, where i is the last positive integer of I.
Definition 12 (preparation). We say that two literals C and D are complementary if C
is atomic and D=¬C, or D is atomic andC=¬D. Furthermore, we say that K = B←
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D1, . . . ,Dl is generated by complement elimination from K1 = B1 ←C11, . . . ,C1n1 and
K2 = B2 ←C21, . . . ,C2n2 if B1 and B2 are unifiable and there exists complementary C1i
andC2 j s.t. B=B1σ =B2σ and {D1, . . . ,Dl}= {C11, . . . ,C1n1 ,C21, . . . ,C2n2}σ\{C1i,C2 j}σ ,
where σ is the most general unifier of B1 and B2.
Definition 13 (preparation). Function Fstack on the set of all finite sets of program
clauses is defined as follows:
Fstack({K1, . . . ,Km}) := {K1, . . . ,Km}∪{K | ∃Ki,K j.
K is generated by complement elimination from Ki and K j}
Definition 14 (stack). A stack is a finite set of program clauses. For a stack S, we define
S as ∪n∈ωFstack,S ↑ n, where Fstack,S ↑ 0 := S,Fstack,S ↑ (n+1) := Fstack,S(Fstack,S ↑ n).
Definition 15 (“stack-resolution” algorithm). Suppose that program P= ⟨K1, . . . ,Km⟩
and goal clause←G are given as inputs. Our “stack-resolution” algorithm described
below outputs substitution σ s.t. P |= Gσ .
Now, let S be the search tree of P and←G and let the cardinality of S be λ (S). We
can write S as {⟨Mi, Ii⟩ | 0≤ i< λ (S)} where I0 < I1 < · · ·< Iλ (S)−1.
Our “stack-resolution” algorithm repeats the following step i.
step i (0≤ i< λ (S)):
1. If i= 0, let S0 := {G← G}.
Otherwise(i> 0), let Si := Si−1∪{Ki}.
2. If there exists a fact H← in Si, then halts and outputs the most general unifier σ
of G and H.
3. Otherwise, perform step i+1.
If the algorithm has not halted until the last step i = λ (S)− 1 is executed, then it
outputs “false”. When this algorithm successfully halts in step i< λ (S), it can search
an alternative solution as follows. If Si have another fact H1 ←, then it halts and
outputs mgu τ of G and H1. Otherwise, it eliminates all the facts in Si and performs
the next step i+1.
We now illustrate an example of stacks Si and indexes Ii in Fig. 4.7. This example,
like Fig. 4.6, uses the program shown in Fig. 4.5, as its input.
Definition 16 (output). Suppose that program P and goal clause← G are given. If σ
is one of the output results of our “stack-resolution” algorithm with input P and← G,
then we write as follows.
⟨P,G⟩↠ σ
4.5 Proofs of soundness and weak completeness
In this section, we give the proofs of the soundness and weak completeness of our
“stack-resolution” algorithm.
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⟨I0, I1, I2, I3, I4, I5, I6⟩= ⟨ε,(1),(4),(4,3),(4,3,2),(5),(5,6)⟩
S0 = {a← a}
S1 = S0∪{a← h}
S2 = S1∪{a← d,¬g}
S3 = S2∪{a← c,¬g}
S4 = S3∪{a←¬h,¬g}∪{a←¬g}
S5 = S4∪{a← g,¬e}∪{a← d,¬e,a← c,¬e,a←¬h,¬e,a←¬e}
S6 = S5∪{a← g}∪{a← d,a← c,a←¬h,a←}
Figure 4.7: example of stacks and indexes
4.5.1 Proof of soundness
Lemma 17. Suppose that our “stack-resolution” algorithm is executed with given pro-
gram P= ⟨K1, . . . ,Km⟩ and goal clause←G as inputs. For any stack Si generated with
the algorithm and program clause K = H ← B1, . . . ,Bl ∈ Si, we have the following
statement.
∀σˆ .P∪{B1, . . . ,Bl}σˆ |= Hσˆ
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on i. For i= 0, S0 = {G← G} and G |= G.
Therefore, the statement is satisfied. For i> 0, there exists the least natural number n,
satisfying H ← B1, . . . ,Bl ∈ Fstack,Si−1∪Ki ↑ n. Now, we use induction on n.
case of n = 0. In this case, we have K ∈ Si−1 or K = Ki. In the former case, the
statement holds from the induction hypothesis. The statement also holds in the latter
case since Ki can be obtained by usual resolution with P and G← G.
case of n> 0. We can assume that H← B1, . . . ,Bl is generated by complement elim-
ination from H1 ←C1, . . . ,Ck and H2 ← D1, . . . ,Ds. Let σ be the most general unifier
of H1 and H2. Now, we have to prove
∀τˆ.P∪{B1, . . . ,Bl}τˆ |= H τˆ
From the induction hypothesis, the following equations hold.
∀τˆ.P∪{C1, . . . ,Ck}στˆ |= H1στˆ
∀τˆ.P∪{D1, . . . ,Ds}στˆ |= H1στˆ
There exists complementary Ciσ and D jσ . Without loss of generality, we can assume
Ciστˆ to be an atomic formula and D jσ to be ¬Ciσ . For convenience, we fix τˆ , let f
satisfy A f =Ciστˆ , and P
′′ = P∪{B1, . . . ,Bl}τˆ . Therefore, we have
P′′∪{A f } |= H τˆ (4.2)
P′′∪{¬A f } |= H τˆ (4.3)
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Then, suppose that a γ ∈ 2λ (P) is given. If γ( f ) = 0, then H τˆ ∈ TP′′γ ↑ ω from Eq.
(4.2). If γ( f ) = 1, then H τˆ ∈ TP′′γ ↑ ω from Eq. (4.3). From the above, we have H ∈∩
γ∈2λ (P)
TP′′γ ↑ ω . This means P
′′ |= H τˆ .
Theorem 18 (soundness). For given goal clause←G, substitution σ , and program P,
we have the following.
⟨P,G⟩↠ σ ⇒ P |= Gσ
Proof. Suppose that we have ⟨P,G⟩↠ σ . In such a situation, there exists i satisfying
Gσ ←∈ Si. From the above lemma, P |= Gσ holds. This is the expected result.
4.5.2 Proof of weak completeness
In the following proposition, Fvar(G) means the set of all variables occurring in a
positive literal G. For any set of variables A and substitution σ , σ ↿ A is the substitution
in which the value of a is σ(a) for every a ∈ A and the value of b is b for every b /∈ A.
We can define preorder ≺ on the set of all substitutions as follows:
σ ≺ τ iff ∃µ.σ µ = τ
For a set of substitutions {τi}i∈I ,
∨
τi is the least upper bound of {τi}i∈I . We use
the following proposition without proof.
Proposition 19. For any given program P, goal clause← G, fact F ←∈ P, and rule
H ← B1, . . . ,Bm ∈ P, we have the following.
1. If G and F are unifiable of mgu σ , then ⟨P,G⟩↠ σ
2. If G is unifiable to H of mgu σ and ⟨P,Biσ⟩ ↠ τi for any i, then ⟨P,G⟩ ↠
σ(
∨
τi) ↿ Fvar(G)
Lemma 20. Suppose that goal clause← G, program P, γ ∈ 2λ (P) are given. For each
σˆ , we have the following.
Gσˆ ∈ TPγ ↑ n⇒∃τ ≺ σˆ .⟨Pγ ,G⟩↠ τ
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on n. For the base case n = 0, suppose that
Gσˆ ∈ TPγ ↑ 0. In this case, we have ∃F ∈ Pγ ,∃τˆ,Gσˆ = F τˆ . Now, let σ be the mgu of G
and F . We have ⟨Pγ ,G⟩↠ σ by the previous proposition. Thus, σ ≺ σˆ holds because
of the property of mgu. This concludes the base case. For the induction case, assume
the following.
Gσˆ ∈ TPγ ↑ (n+1) and Gσˆ /∈ TPγ ↑ n
For some rule H ← B1, . . . ,Bm ∈ P and substitution τˆ we have the following.
Gσˆ = H τˆ (4.4)
B1τˆ, . . . ,Bmτˆ ∈ TPγ ↑ n (4.5)
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Let σ be the mgu of G and H. Then, σ ≺ σˆ , τˆ holds. Thus, fix some µˆ s.t. τˆ = σ µˆ .
Now, we can assume the program clauseGσ ←B1σ , . . . ,Bmσ is in S j for some j. From
the induction hypothesis and Eq. (4.5), for any i we have
⟨Pγ ,Biσ⟩↠ τi s.t. τi ≺ µˆ
Therefore, from the previous proposition:
⟨Pγ ,G⟩↠ σ(
∨
τi) ↿ Fvar(G)
Finally we have
Gσ(
∨
τi)≺ Gσ µˆ = Hσ µˆ = H τˆ = Gσˆ
∴ σ(
∨
τi) ↿ Fvar(G)≺ σˆ ↿ Fvar(G)≺ σˆ
Theorem 21 (weak completeness). If our “stack-resolution” algorithm with program
P and goal clause← G as inputs halts and outputs “false” after all possible solution
searches, then the following holds.
If P |= Gσ , then ∃τ ≺ σ .⟨P,G⟩↠ τ
Proof. Under the assumed condition, the set Sω =
∪
i≤λ (S)
Si is a finite set. Let all atomic
predicates occurring in Sω be Ai1 , . . . ,Ais . Since P |= Gσ holds, for any σˆ we have
∀γ.∃τγ ≺ σσˆ .⟨Pγ ,G⟩↠ τγ
Because the differences between P and Pγ are facts only, for each γ ∈ 2
λ (P), there exists
step k and Gτγ ← B1, . . . ,Bl ∈ Sk satisfying {B1, . . . ,Bl} ⊂ {Ai j | γ(i j) = 0}∪{¬Ai j |
γ(i j) = 1}. Thus, let γ1 ∈ 2
λ (P) satisfy γ1(i j) = 1(1 ≤ j ≤ s). There exists step k1
and Gτγ1 ← B11, . . . ,B1n1 ∈ Sk1 satisfying {B11, . . . ,B1n1} ⊂ {Ai1 , . . . ,Ais}. The same
as in the previous way, let γ2 ∈ 2
λ (P) satisfy γ2(i1) = 0,γ2(i j) = 1(1 ̸= j). There exists
step k2 and Gτγ2 ← B21, . . . ,B2n2 ∈ Sk2 satisfying {B21, . . . ,B2n2} ⊂ {¬Ai1 , . . . ,Ais}.
Therefore, in step k3 = max{k1,k2}+ 1, there exists Gτ ← B31, . . . ,B3n3 ∈ Sk3 , where
{B31, . . . ,B3n3}⊂ {Ai2 , . . . ,Ais}. Iterating this inference, there exists step k
′ and the fact
Gτ ′′ in Sk′ satisfying τ
′′ ≺ σσˆ . The above inference holds for every σˆ . However, from
the hypothesis all the outputs are finite. Therefore we have τ ≺ σ s.t. ⟨P,G⟩↠ τ .
4.6 Implementation and examples
As described in Sec. 4.1, we implemented our “stack-resolution” algorithm described
in Sec. 4.4 on both SWI-Prolog and Jason. In this section, we describe our implemen-
tation and examples using it.
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4.6.1 Implementation on SWI-Prolog
We describe the implementation of our “stack-resolution” algorithm on SWI-Prolog.
In our implementation, a program clause of QMPT0 A← B1, . . . ,Bn is written using a
(meta) Prolog predicate qmpt0_rule/2 as follows.
qmpt0_rule(A,[B1,. . .,Bn])
In particular, a fact is written as qmpt0_rule(A,[]). (Note that in this section other
predicates beginning with qmpt0_ are also meta predicates.) A positive literal in the
form of ¬A is represented as −A.
The hypothesis rules accumulated in variable Si during our “stack-resolution” al-
gorithm (Sec. 4.4) are represented by a predicate qmpt0_hyp/2 in the same manner as
using qmpt0_rule/2.
The user interface of our solver is a predicate qmpt0_solve/1. Therefore, the
operation example discussed in Sec. 4.2.3, strictly speaking, works as shown in Fig.
4.8.
?- qmpt0_solve(stray(X)).
X = yuki ;
X = kuma ;
false.
Figure 4.8: Example of operation of QMPT0 solver
Before calling the solver, a logic program of QMPT0 should be specified in advance
by giving the definition of qmpt0_rule/2 using assert/1 etc.
Internally, qmpt0_solve/1 first initializes the definition of qmpt0_hyp/2 using as-
sert/1 and retract/1 of SWI-Prolog then calls the actual derivation algorithm.
Example of propositional logic
First we give an example within the propositional logic.
Suppose that the set of clauses (of SWI-Prolog) shown in Fig. 4.9 is given. This
is the same example we gave in Sec. 4.4. Each clause stands for a program clause of
QMPT0 such as a← h and c←¬h.
qmpt0_rule(a, [h]).
qmpt0_rule(c, [-h]).
qmpt0_rule(d, [c]).
qmpt0_rule(a, [d, -g]).
qmpt0_rule(a, [g, -e]).
qmpt0_rule(-e, []).
Figure 4.9: Example of propositional QMPT0 resolution
In this case, our solver works as follows.
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?- qmpt0_solve(a).
true.
This means that a is derived from the logic program of QMPT0 illustrated in Fig. 4.9.
Example based on predicate logic
Next, we give an example of predicate logic. We use the example described in Sec.
4.2.1. The situation in that example can be described as a QMPT0 logic program, as
shown in Fig. 4.10.
qmpt0_rule(stray(X),
[-in_sight(X),-keep_contact(X,Y)]).
qmpt0_rule(stray(X),
[keep_contact(X,Y),-present_at(X,Y)]).
qmpt0_rule(in_sight(qbo), []).
qmpt0_rule(in_sight(nasu), []).
qmpt0_rule(in_sight(megu), []).
qmpt0_rule(-in_sight(qbo), []).
qmpt0_rule(-in_sight(kuma), []).
qmpt0_rule(-in_sight(yuki), []).
qmpt0_rule(present_at(qbo,nasuroom), []).
qmpt0_rule(present_at(nasu,nasuroom), []).
qmpt0_rule(-present_at(yuki,nasuroom), []).
qmpt0_rule(keep_contact(megu,nasuroom),[]).
qmpt0_rule(-present_at(kuma,nasuroom),
[-in_sight(kuma)]).
Figure 4.10: Sample situation in predicate QMPT0 logic
Each Prolog clause corresponds to a QMPT0 rule in Fig. 4.2 or a QMPT0 fact in
Fig. 4.3. For example, qmpt0_rule(stray(X), [-in_sight(X), -keep_contact
(X,Y)]) corresponds to rule:1 in Fig. 4.2. For the meaning of each predicate (in_
sight/1, keep_contact/1 etc.), see Sec. 4.2.1.
Given the program in Fig. 4.10, our implementation can derive that yuki and kuma
has wandered off, and there are no others judged to have wandered off.
In QMPT0, stray(yuki) can be derived from the clauses shown in Fig. 4.10 in
the following manner. First, from the top two clauses in the figure,
stray(X)← in_sight(X), −present_at(X ,Y )
is derived. From this and the other two facts, stray(yuki) is derived.
Also, by adding the last clause, we can similarly derive stray(kuma).
From the features of the 3-valued paraconsistent logic programming, our solver
can derive stray(yuki) even though we have neither keep_contact(yuki, Y) nor
-keep_contact(yuki, Y) as information. In addition, it does not derive an arbitrary
conclusion despite that it actually has conflicting beliefs, e.g. in_sight(qbo) and -
in_sight(qbo).
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4.6.2 Application to agents’ action decision
In this section, using a simple example, we show that our implementation is also useful
for action decision of autonomous agents.
The situation in the example used here is actually the same as that in Sec. 4.6.1. The
inference made here is also the same as that in that section. However, in this example,
the agent uses not only inference but also the result of the inference to determine its
next behavior.
We used Jason [7] , which is a platform for building autonomous agents based on
the BDI model [47]. It has an inference system much like that of Prolog, and it also
has an action-decision mechanism in which the inference mechanism can be effectively
used.
Note that in this section we call a goal (a state to be achieved) for the agent an
“achievement-goal”, and call a goal in the sense of logic programming simply a “goal”
to distinguish them.
Implementation
Jason’s belief base can hold beliefs with explicit negation. However, Jason does not
have any special function to treat conflicting beliefs. Therefore, we implement the
inference engine of QMPT0 on Jason in the same manner as that on SWI-Prolog (Sec.
4.6.1). This allows us to apply our algorithm to derive goals to the action decision of
agents built on Jason.
On Jason, unlike in Sec. 4.6.1, we use neg as an explicit negation operator; i.e., we
describe ¬A as neg(A). Usually, Jason uses “~” as an explicit negation operator, but
we do not do so for technical reasons.
The function of deriving a goal is provided as a predicate qmpt0_solve/1 on Jason.
This feature is also the same as that discussed in Sec. 4.6.1.
Example
In this example, under the same situation as in Sec. 4.2.1, the robot agent qbo wants to
take everyone out of the room. However, if it judges that someone has wandered off, it
will first search for the lost person, and leave the room after everyone has gathered.
We assume that qbo has the plans shown in Fig. 4.11. In this figure, a plan is in
the form of “triggering event : precondition <- plan body” (where precondition can
be omitted). A tag beginning with “@” at the top of each plan shows the name of that
plan, and “!” and “+!” denote a sub achievement-goal and event of achievement-goal
addition, respectively. The achievement-goal !qmpt0_del_rule is special and used
to delete a belief (in this case, the belief qmpt0_rule(neg(in_sight(X)),[]) will
be deleted).
In addition, the beliefs equivalent to the example in Sec. 4.6.1 have already been
added to the belief base of qbo via its perception or in some other manner. These
beliefs are represented by predicate qmpt0_rule, as in Sec. 4.6.1. As before, beliefs
from perception may contain conflict, such as in_sight(qbo) and -in_sight(qbo).
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@l1 +!leave_room
: qmpt0_solve(stray(X))
<- !search(X);
!leave_room.
@l2 +!leave_room
<- !go.
@s +!search(X)
<- .print(X, " found");
!qmpt0_del_rule(
neg(in_sight(X)), []).
@g +!go
<- .print("go!").
Figure 4.11: Example of agent’s action decision
When the agent generates a goal, it selects a plan that has the event of goal addition
as a trigger event and that satisfies the precondition. Then it executes the body of the
selected plan.
Process of inference and action decision
Suppose that the agent qbo has generated the achievement-goal !leave_room, i.e., it
wants to leave the room. Then it first calls qmpt0_solve/1 in the precondition part of
plan @l1 to find who has wandered off. By the same process in Fig. 4.8, it judges that
yuki has wandered off. Since the precondition of plan @l1 is satisfied, @l1 is selected
and executed.
In the body of @l1, the agent searches yuki because of the achievement-goal
!search(yuki) (in fact, it simply outputs “yuki found” and deletes the belief -in_
sight(yuki)) then recursively generates !leave_room again. This time, stray(yuki)
is not derived since belief -in_sight(yuki) does not exist, and stray(kuma) is de-
rived instead. Again, @l1 is selected and executed. Then the agent searches kuma; as
a result, belief -in_sight(kuma) is deleted. After that, !leave_room is generated
once more.
Now, stray(X) is no longer derived. Therefore, plan @l2 is selected, and the agent
departs by the achievement-goal !go (it simply outputs “go!”). Fig. 4.12 shows the
output from Jason (the part “[qbo]” represents the name of the agent).
Though this example is rather simple, it shows that an agent can use paraconsistent
logic in action decision. Based on the conclusion derived from beliefs (that may be
contradictory), the agent selects an action to achieve the achievement-goal and executes
it. According to the result of the action, the agent updates the belief and selects the next
action. The agent repeats the above process.
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Figure 4.12: Output from Jason
4.7 Related works
4.7.1 Comparison with other logic programmings in handling un-
certainties
In traditional logic programming, negation of logical expressions is handled by nega-
tion as failure based on the closed world assumption. With this method, we cannot
write a negative expression at the head of the program clause. Moreover, it is impossi-
ble to handle situations in which both incompatible facts, such as A and ¬A, are true.
Blair et al.’s paraconsistent logic programming with 4-valued logic [6] solves these
problems. However, since it uses 4-valued logic with four truth values true, false, both
and none as the basis of semantics, the law of excluded middle A∨¬A is not valid.
In fact, if the truth value of A is none, A∨¬A does not hold. As a result, with these
methods, it is not possible to make inferences using the law of excluded middle as
described in Sec. 4.2.
Other logic programmings that can handle incomplete information and uncertainty
include fuzzy logic programming [59] and probabilistic logic programming [17]. It is
necessary to handle real numbers, as degrees of truth in fuzzy logic and as possibilities
in probabilistic logic, respectively, and operations on them in the description of rules.
In contrast, in the 3-valued paraconsistent logic programming, there is an advantage
that incomplete information and uncertainty can be handled without accompanying
real numbers and operations on them as described above, and it can handle examples
such as those given in Sec. 4.2.
In addition, both fuzzy logic and probabilistic logic essentially treat uncertainty
as a single degree (such as “certainty” or “probability”) for a fact. This property is
considered suitable, for example, when handling multiple trials under the same condi-
tion. On the other hand, the pragmatic structure, which is the semantics of the 3-valued
paraconsistent logic, has a weak notion of truth (“quasi-truth”) [13]. The concept of
quasi-truth accommodates the accompanying epistemic judgement [15]. Since con-
flicting beliefs of a robot arised from limitations of its recognition and inference, the
3-valued paraconsistent logic is considered to be more suitable for handling such an
example.
4.7.2 Applications to logic programming and agent systems
Paraconsistent logic has been actively investigated, and various paraconsistent logic
programming systems have been proposed since Blair et al.’s study [6] described in Sec.
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4.7.1. However, we could find no research on implementation of processing system of
paraconsistent logic programming that can derive a given goal.
On the other hand, there have been many studies on the application of paracon-
sistent logic to agent systems. One of their main aims was to handle adjustments for
conflicting beliefs. For example, several studies, such as Zhang et al.’s, focused on
frameworks for argumentation in multi-agent environments [63]. Beirlaen et al. treated
normative conflicts by paraconsistent deontic logic [4]. Su was motivated by applica-
tions to belief revision [56]. Amo et al. proposed a database system that can handle
possible conflicting information from multiple sources based on paraconsistent logic
[16].
Another common application is estimation of certainty under beliefs that may con-
flict. For example, in Angelotti et al.’s study, an agent obtained the degree of certainty
using operator of paraconsistent logic in estimating the classification of the image input
pattern [1]. Mares attempted to integrate paraconsistent logic with Bayesian inference
[36].
However, none of the studies cited above was intended for logic programming sys-
tems that derive a given goal.
There are platforms used for building agents that can handle beliefs with explicit
negation. Jason, described in Sec. 4.6.2, is one such platform. However, as described in
that section, Jason does not have any function to treat conflicting beliefs. Our algorithm
implemented on Jason can use paraconsistent logic for agent’s action decision.
4.8 Conclusion and future works
We proposed and implemented an algorithm for the 3-valued paraconsistent logic pro-
gramming system QMPT0 on SWI-Prolog and Jason. We also discussed the soundness
and weak completeness proofs of our algorithm. For future work, we plan to increase
the speed of our algorithm and demonstrate its application to more realistic problems.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In the Chapter 1, we presented the following two research questions. As first research
question, we mentioned essential problems related to mathematical logic, among prob-
lems affected by embodiment. As second research question, we consider the possible
solution from the standpoint of mathematical logic in response to the essential problem
pointed out in the first research question.
In the next section, we summarize the contents of chapters 2, 3 and 4. Then, the
solution to the research questions will be described in detail. Finally, We will state the
direction of necessary discussion in the future.
5.1 Summaries of each chapter
In Chapter 2, we adopted a reactive atomic action to cope with dynamic environment
and constructed high-level control with prolog according to sense-plan-act cycle. In
addition, by performing robot experiments, we demonstrated that our control method
can deal with dynamic environmental change. Examples of robot intelligent control
methods that can cope with dynamic environmental changes include HTN planner
[57][50][25] and teleo-reactive program [40][26]. The HTN planner has a state tran-
sition model, describes all states of the external environment and the internal envi-
ronment in a formal language, and expresses atomic actions as transition functions
between states. Because the description by formal language is a discrete expression, it
is difficult to deal with the continuous change that can occur in the real world. On the
other hand, the teleo-reactive program is described by ordered sets of clauses linking
preconditions and atomic actions, always continues to find the minimum satisfied pre-
condition, and executes the atomic action associated with that condition. This method
realizes logical behavior control that can cope with dynamic environmental change
without using state transition model, but it is difficult to use preconditions requiring
time for judgment. We included reflexive behavior in atomic actions and constructed a
program consisting of ordered sets of clauses linking preconditions and atomic actions
and recognition behaviors before condition judgment. With our method, it became
possible to construct a control that can respond to dynamic and continuous environ-
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mental changes using time consuming recognition behaviors. In addition, through the
robot experiments, we showed that it is a control method that absorbs the uncertainty
of motion.
In Chapter 3, robot experiments were carried out using logical positional relation-
ship knowledge, the experimental results were analyzed, and the problems that oc-
curred were discussed. The method used in Chapter 2 was reimplemented by Jason
and used for behavior control in this chapter. There are two types of logical informa-
tion that can be recognized by the robot used. One is visual recognition information of
the object obtained by classifying the image by the camera by libSVM and the other is
distance to the object in the front of its eyes by the ultrasonic sensor. These perceptual
information are managed using ROS service, converted to symbolic logical informa-
tion, and passed to action control described in Jason. Jason derives the atomic action
to be executed next, the action is transmitted to the robot through ROS. To determine
stop conditions for changing the robot’s goals, it is necessary to use symbolic infor-
mation obtained by conversion from perceptions. Therefore, if there is a gap between
the logically described world and the situation in the real world, there arises a prob-
lem that the stop condition can not be described accurately. In this chapter, we discuss
four problems by comparing a successful experiment and a failed experiment. The four
problems are difficulty in recognizing object, difficulty in accurately describing stop-
ping conditions in continuous space, difficulty in preparing learning data, and difficulty
in recognizing environmental changes.
In chapter 4, we have constructed an algorithm for implementing 3-valued para-
consistent logic programming and proved its soundness and weak completeness. Para-
consistent logic programming based on the 4-valued logic of true, false, both, none has
been proposed by Blair et al. [6]. However, based on 4-valued logic, it is impossible
to deduction based on the law of excluded middle is unavailable. Thus it impossible
to make a decision by a simple case classification. Coniglio and Oliveira[14] devised
logic programming using 3-valued paraconsistent logic QMPT0 which can infer based
on the law of the excluded middle, but did not give solution search algorithm for it.
We focused on the fact that the correct logical expression occurs for even the failing
branches in the process of constructing the search tree. By accumulating such cor-
rect logical formula, we discovered that a solution search algorithm for Coniglio and
Oliveira’s 3-valued paraconsistent logic programming could be constructed and named
this algorithm “stack-resolution” algorithm. We also showed the soundness and weak
completeness of our algorithm. Information that may contain contradictions is uncer-
tain information, and logic programmings that can handle such uncertain information
include fuzzy logic programming and probabilistic logic programming. However, in
these logic programmings, degrees of truth or possibilities are expressed in real num-
bers, and the validity of the numbers are often unclear. Coniglio ans Oliveira’s 3-valued
logic allows a more concise description than those methods, and it does not suffer from
the above problem. In addition, the pragmatic structure, which is the semantics of the
3-valued paraconsistent logic QMPT0, is based on the concept of quasi-truth which is
arisen from the consideration of epistemological judgment. In the behavior control of
an autonomous robot, since recognizable information is restricted, inference based on
information which is partially lacking and can contain contradictions is required. Under
these circumstances, it is considered to be better to use 3-valued paraconsistent logic
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QMPT0 based on epistemological judgment than to use fuzzy logic programming to
deal with ambiguity of expressions and probabilistic logic programming dealing with
statistical information.
5.2 Answers for research questions and a direction for
future discussion
Based on the summary in the previous section, we will consider again about the first
research question. Unlike traditional thinking on behavior decision, it was assumed that
at least two problems occurred due to embodiment. The two problems are the necessity
of instantaneous judgment and the uncertainty of information. In Section 2, we attempt
to solve these two problems by adopting a reactive atomic action and adopting a method
similar to middle-level control. Considering the result of the experiments, it can be
said that it is possible to solve the necessity of instantaneous judgment by adopting
reactive atomic action. In addition, the implementation by Prolog enables extension
to store perceptual information used for instantaneous judgment, and also makes it
possible to use information obtained by time-consuming perceptual actions. In other
words, the length of time of recognition action required to obtain information does not
affect the decision algorithm. In summary, it is considered that the execution time of
atomic action of recognition and behavior is not an essential problem for mathematical
logic. This also means that the necessity of instantaneous judgment is not an essential
problem for mathematical logic.
On the other hand, the uncertainty of information is thought to cause an essential
problem for mathematical logic. The method adopted in Chapter 2 absorbs the influ-
ence of information uncertainty on the eventually selected action, but on the other hand
it does not correct the divergence of the recognized information. Explaining this fact
with the terminologies used in Chapter 1, we can deal with the uncertainty arising from
the divergence of quantitative information, but we can not deal with uncertainty aris-
ing from qualitative information divergence. Actually, the four problems analyzed in
Chapter 3 are all related to qualitative information. The first problem of recognizing
the identity of an object means that information divergence occurs when qualitative
information is retained. The second problem of the stop condition in continuous space
means that it is difficult to accurately describe the information necessary to recognize
that the goal has been achieved. The third problem of learning data means difficulty of
recognition behavior to obtain qualitative information. The fourth problem of recog-
nizing the environmental change means that the qualitative information considered by
humans is different from the quality information that the machine can easily learn.
Some of these four problems are not essential to mathematical logic. As for the
first and third problems, solutions by improving the accuracy of machine learning are
conceivable. Regarding the fourth problem, the problem itself disappears unless you
ask the machine to recognize exactly the same way as people do. However, the second
problem arises from describing the precise condition of achieving the goal with a sym-
bol in the real world where it is impossible to completely describe the situation with a
symbol. The qualitative information used in the description includes the presence / ab-
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sence of the object, inside / outside of the room, achievement / non-achievement of the
task, and the like. If information uncertainty arises here, the information may contain
contradictions. In addition, these conditions are judged in the restricted information
due to the effect of embodiment. In other words, if there is partial information that
may contain contradictions, it is necessary that a rational judgment is possible even
when such information is given.
Therefore, we present the following answers to the first research question. Un-
certainty and imperfections of information occur due to the influence of embodiment.
The uncertainty of information, in particular due to the divergence of qualitative in-
formation, generates information that may contain contradictions. In addition, the im-
perfection of information means that partial lack of information occurs. Therefore, it
is considered that the occurrence of partially lacking information which may include
such inconsistency gives an essential problem to mathematical logic which provides
reasonable inference and judgment.
The second research question was a question about how to give such rational judg-
ment. As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are four ways to deal with information includ-
ing contradictions. The first is to recognize the existence of contradictions. The second
is the theoretical exclusion of contradictions. The third is to use only one of the two
pieces of information to be contradicted. The fourth thing is to reset the information
when it includes a contradiction. The first method has few implementations yet, and the
second way is costly since it requires the detail descrptions. The third and fourth are
ad-hoc solutions on application and it is hard to say that they solve the original prob-
lem. Considering the uncertainty arising from divergence of qualitative information,
it is inevitable that the occurrence of inconsistent information. Therfore, adopting the
first method leads to an essential solution. For this purpose, it is desirable to implement
inference and judgment based on paraconsistent logic that represents the first method.
This is accomplished by providing an implementation method of paraconsistent logic
programming.
Paraconsistent logic programming is first proposed by Blair et al. Their proposal
is based on 4-valued paraconsistent logic. However, there was a problem with their
logic programming. First, it is necessary to accompany any of the four values as an
annotation for all literals when writing rules. For this reason, the description of the
rule has become more complicated than necessary. Another problem is that reasoning
is too weak because it is based on 4-valued logic. Especially, since 4-valued logic does
not allow the law of excluded middle, it is impossible to make inferences using case
division into the cases where certain conditions are satisfied and cases where it is not
satisfied. Weakness of reasoning is a problem for reasonable judgment using limited
information. On the contrary, the reasoning provided by Coniglio and Oliveira’s 3-
valued paraconsistent logic programming is strong enough to allow the law of excluded
middle and weak to allow the existence of contradicting facts. Due to the strength of
such reasoning, we proposed 3-valued paraconsistent logic programming as one of
solutions to the second research question.
Therefore, we present the following answers. It can be said that it is difficult to
solve incomplete and uncertain information only by mathematical logic. However, to
solve the problem of partially lacking information that may contain contradictions, it
is a possible solution to utilize 3-valued paraconsistent logic programming.
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Of course, it can be said that it is a question to be discussed whether or not the
3-valued paraconsistent logic programming is optimal as a solution. For the future
discussion, the handling of negative information will be important as another subject
related to information including contradiction. In traditional logic programming and
its implementation, Closed World Assumption (CWA) by Reiter [48] and Nagation as
Failure (NAF) by Clark [12] have been strongly influencing the handling of negative
information. Reiter introduced Open World Assumption and Closed World Assump-
tion in [Reiter 78]. In the Open World Assumption, both positive and negative infor-
mation are described explicitly. In Closed World Assumption, negative information
is implicitly obtained from nonvalidity of positive information with respect to logical
consequences. He also pointed out that introducing CWA with first order logic leads to
contradictions and that introducing CWA with horn clauses does not cause contradic-
tions. Clark introduced Negation As Failure in [Clark 78] that it will be able to obtain
corresponding negative information when failing to derive positive information. He
further defines the completion of P (comp(P)) which consists of the definition of each
predicate appearing in P and the equality axioms. In addition, he showed that for any
normal program P, negative informations derived by NAF are logical consequences of
comp(P). In summary, negative information is theoritically explained by introducing
CWA and is implemented by introducing NAF. It should be noted that reasonable neg-
ative information based on CWA includes all negative information derivable by NAF
and the converce is not true. Besides, the introduction of CWA and the introduction of
NAF both mean introduction of non-monotonic reasoning.
The introduction of negative information in such traditional logic programming has
also been introduced in variant of logic programming such as fuzzy logic programming
and paraconsistent logic programming. However, since the negative concept in these
background logics is not reflected, various extensions are considered. For example,
Wagner[60] advocates introducing two kinds of negative concepts into fuzzy logic pro-
gramming. In the semantics related to his method, contradiction, double negation elim-
ination, the law of excluded middle are not valid. Similarly, Sakama[52] also advocates
introducing two kinds of negative concepts into paraconsistent logic programming. The
semantics related to his method is based on seven-valued logic and it is possible to dis-
tinguish the facts affected by an inconsistent information from the others. Vojtas[59]
advocates fuzzy logic programming without negative symbols. There is consideration
that negation in fuzzy logic can lead to contradiction.
In 3-valued paracondistent logic programming mentioned in this paper, negative
information is handled under monotonic reasoning. For this reason, we need different
meaning from the conventional CWA and NAF. Also, the negative concept dealt with
here can be related to the above-mentioned researches. In the future discussion on the
influence of embodiment on mathematical logic, it is thought that it is necessary to find
a strong relationship with these conventional studies and this paper.
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